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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Budget and Finance Committee shall come to order. This is
our regular meeting of January 4, 2016. So welcome to the new year, Members. We
shall take testimony before our delve into the various agenda items that we have
posted. Those testifying have three minutes and three minutes only according to this
Committee’s posting. And we would ask you to share your name, if you represent an
entity to share that with us, and then your comments on the specific item of your
interest. So with that we are also aware that Hana Office is not able to join us this
afternoon for this meeting, but we will accept written testimony if anyone wishes to
share their comments via that mode of communication. With that, I will ask Dan
Clark if he would please come up and share his comments with the Committee
regarding his item.
.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMOI~JY...

MR. CLARK: Hello, Councilmembers, Chairman Hokama. Yeah, thanks for giving me a
chance to speak again on the access road improvements for Keanae. I was here at the
last session expressing that the hillside along.., and it’s BF-38( 11) is what I’m speaking
on, yeah. So at any rate, the hillside above the roadway in Keanae, this is the access
road down to the peninsula as over the past several years, had an increased amount of
landslides onto the roadway, some more severe than others, but of late because of the
large trees that are growing alongside the hill when the winds and the heavy rains
come, it pulls down the hillside and discharges all the large boulders and debris down
onto the roadway. Our situation is, was explained in a Civil Defense meeting we had
in Keanae about three weeks ago when Anna Foust came out to visit with us, the
community. She was able to witness the situation that we have, one way in and one
way out only on the same road. So we have three elderly couples, three elderly
individuals that live there on the peninsula that we have to physically help off the
peninsula. If the roadway is impaired, we’re unable to drive up the roadway, we have
to clear it first. In case of tsunami like we had an earthquake off Kona about six-seven
years ago, maybe longer, it discharged huge boulders down on the road where we
personally had to take our tractors and move the boulders. Hana is about an hour or
so away, and the State highways are consumed with all of their own work. John
Smith and David Goode have been working with us diligently in trying to get this
roadway upgraded and the rock fall intervention in place. Because we have a dilemma
that I spoke with you, Mr. Hokama, about, the State owns the hillside there under the
DLNR, I’ve been approaching and working with them and with the Governor’s Office,
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the liaison last week. I see I’m walking down on minutes here so what I wanted to ask
if I could have at the post side of the meeting another three minutes to rebut after
discussions take place?
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, we’re not...
MR. CLARK: Is that still allowed?
CHAIR HOKAMA: We’re debating anything, Mr. Clark.
MR. CLARK: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So there’s no opportunity to rebut anything since we take your

--

MR. CLARK: I see.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --testimony, yeah?
MR. CLARK: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And we’re not here to argue with your points or your areas of concern.
We’re here to listen to what you have to share with us, and if we have questions, we
may call you back if you’re still here. Or we will present it to the Department and/or
appropriate agencies that can provide us with the response required for us to take
action.
MR. CLARK: At times during testimony from other people coming from Lanai, from Kalawao
County on Molokai, they’re allowed a little few more minutes. We come all the way in
from Keanae. I was asking the same consideration, and just to explain that, you
know, I was.. .if you wouldn’t mind. I was witness to a landslide, we were on the
Nakasendo Trail hiking in Japan between Magome and Nakatsugawa, and in the
evening, a, the storm that was coming up from Okinawa had, was coming right over
the top of us and it inundated the area with water. Everything was soft. The large
trees did pull down debris, blocked the culvert, ‘caused an earthen-type dam, and
water built up behind it and took out the rail and the roadway, and a bunch of homes
down below. The unfortunate situation, Mr. Hokama, was that a 12-year-old boy died
in that. Over the years, what’s happening is that this large fall, falling on the roadway,
the kids are walking down from Keanae.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And, Mr. Clark

--

MR. CLARK: And what I’m just trying to...
CHAIR HOKAMA: --I can appreciate what you’re sharing with us on
MR. CLARK: Yeah.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --the Committee yeah.
MR. CLARK: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And that is part of this Committee’s

--

MR. CLARK: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --due diligence this afternoon is to find out if there are other responsible
parties that need to participate in rectifying this situation.
MR. CLARK: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. And that’s part of what the Committee’s, the Committee will do
prior to making a decision. So we appreciate your comments. We have also what you
have written in the past
--

MR. CLARK: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --as part of the public record.
MR. CLARK: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And again, if you are here and we have questions for you, the Committee
may request you to respond as a resource person.
MR. CLARK: All right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: But and other than that, you will not be participating in any type of
discussion once the Committee goes into deliberations. No one else is allowed to
participate.
MR. CLARK: Okay. I understand that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And that is regardless of what item and what district.
MR. CLARK: I noticed that no legislative...
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is just part of our... and again, I’m glad you noticed that because that
is part of the things we’re going to be discussing about this afternoon for your
information also, Mr. Clark. We hope you can take back to the.. .pertinent, up-to-date
current information back to your, those interested in Keanae and whatnot so that you
can help give them good information.
MR. CLARK: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
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MR. CLARK: Well, thank you very much for the opportunity today

--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. CLARK: --Councilmembers.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any questions for Mr. Clark, Members? Having none, we appreciate your
presence and your persistence on this issue.
MR. CLARK: And I’ll.. .you can.. .1 will keep coming back if necessary.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We know it’s important to you.
MR. CLARK: Yes, it is.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We understand its importance to you, Mr. Clark, so thank you.
MR. CLARK: Should be important to all of us, yeah. Thank you very much, Chair Hokama.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much. We’d like to ask Dennis Kaaihue if he would come
forward and share his comments, please.
MR. KAAIHUE: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Welcome.
MR. KAAIHUE: You know I’m a local guy so I speak the way I like.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You speak what you comfortable with, Mr. Kaaihue.
MR. KAAIHUE: Okay, thank you. I live Keanae long time, very long time. I see lot of
difference that is happening. That’s the only way in and out Keanae. I’m here
because of the safety and hazard issue of that road. It’s been so long already I hear
but then nothing done, and not very surprised to even see some of the haoles, they up
here to testify. That’s pretty sad too. Because I’m a resident of Lower Keanae or
Upper Keanae and I’m testifying for the community. There’s a lot of old folks willing to
come, but we all get, shucks, we all get our kuleana, you know. So on behalf of them,
the road need to fix. The side of that cliff have changed, now it’s bulging, and the way
I see the concrete barriers, it’s not good. It’s right on the tip ready to fall into some
Isaac Kanoa’s place. It’s just something that will happen and when it happen, whose
kuleana is? So that’s the reason why I’m here to voice myself, what I know that this a
problem, but it’s going to be a serious problem, it’s not fixed. So I see a lot of rocks
come down and then I see tree branches, those big trees overgrowing past the road.
Some of you have been there, good. Take a look, stop and take a look. From the point
where you come out from that Hana Highway all the way till the landing, that’s the
hazardous right there. In fact, I only see paving from that landing going farther in but
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no paving at all from the top coming down. There’s a lot of pukas. The thing that I’m
also concerned is the tourists. Now it’s increasing, there’s more tourists going down
and coming out, and that’s the only road that need to be, the issue need to be
concerned. I think Keanae deserves something better than just that road. Okay,
thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Any questions for Mr. Kaaihue on what he shared with us
this afternoon, Members? Okay, having none, thank you very much for sharing your
manao. We’ll go to Lanai Office and ask if there is anyone wishing to provide
testimony today.
MS. FERNANDEZ: Good afternoon, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez and there is no one
waiting at the Lanai Office.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
anyone wishing to provide testimony?

We’ll go to Molokai and ask Ms. Alcon,

MS. ALCON: Good afternoon, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai and there is no one here
waiting to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. Members, with no further requests for
testimony, we shall close testimony for today’s meeting. No objections?
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. So ordered.
.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMON’L..
CHAIR HOKAMA: Let us move to the first item.
ITEM 38(11):

AMENDMENTS TO THE FISCAL YEAR 2016 BUDGET
(KEANAE ROAD SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS)

CHAIR HOKAMA: The first item is Amendments to the Fiscal Year 2016 Budget (Keanae
Road Safety Improvements). As you know, I have posted no legislative action. Part of
it is that I am awaiting a revised bill proposal to be coming forward. The Chair has
already indicated that $500,000 amount is not satisfactory to the Chair and therefore
I’m awaiting a new bill for consideration. Today we have Mr. Goode, our Director of
Public Works who I thank him for being here. And part of it is exactly what
Mr. Kaaihue brought up when he mentioned the word kuleana. We are going to find
out who is or what responsibility who has regarding this project or this issue. The
road as I understand it is the County’s, the land that is impacting this road is the
State of Hawaii, and the State is the property owner that is allowing things to fall onto
the County right-of-way and the County road system. So as your Chair, I have no,
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you know, I understand if we have responsibilities that we address it and deal with it,
but again, as you know your Chair, I will not pay for the State kuleana. That is
something that people like Senator English and whatnot can deal with from the State,
but I will not have the County pay for the State responsibilities. Mr. Goode, can you
give us some comment please and some understanding of jurisdiction or kuleana as
has been requested regarding this issue please?
MR. GOODE: Okay. Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair, Members of the Committee.
David Goode here, Director of the Department of Public Works. And I’m going to
probably have to ask Mr. Ueoka to help me on some of the kuleana issues if there’s,
you know, I guess legal questions as to whose responsibility. But a little bit of
background. I did hand out a couple pictures so you can take a look at a recent slide
that happened in November, a smaller one that blocked one side of the roadway. And
then the second picture that’s also sent was actually just around the bend from where
that slide is, and I kind of highlighted in an oval shape some of the rocks you can see
that are kind of typical for that part of the mountain there. And some of those rocks
and other rocks have fallen on the roadside. We originally actually had this in our
FY ‘16 Budget request. It was removed during deliberations, and I do recall at that
time, the Committee did ask our Department and we said we think we can delay this a
year; however, since that time, we’ve had a few slides, including this one here in
November. So the mountain does seem to be moving a bit at the current moment and
hence the need to bring this back to the Committee. The funds we’re asking for are
planning and a lot of studies that need to be done on the mountainside to understand
its characteristics, a lot of survey work because it’s our understanding that the
roadway is I think within our right-of-way but it’s hugging one side, the mountainside.
There is potentially room within our right-of-way to move it, you know, away from the
mountain a little bit. We also need to do an Environmental Assessment because of the
nature of the work, and we also need to do an SMA because it’s in the SMA District.
So a combination of all those factors is one of the reasons we’re asking for a fair
amount of money and a half million dollars to get through all that. Our intent is to
work with the State initially by getting right of entries, because it is State property on
the mauka side. The State Department of Transportation Baseyard is up there as well
as Camp Keanae which is leased from the State. In getting those right of entries our
intent is to share with them our findings on the slope stability analysis, any soils
investigation work, any identified hazards as are done part of that report or series of
reports, with the further intent to essentially put the State on notice if you will, that
this project is something that they should be contributing towards. What that
responsibility or share should be I really don’t know at this time. But I do know we
have an immediate hazard condition. It is our road, and that we should be taking
some action to, you know, to mitigate it. It doesn’t mean, you know, for the Keanae
residents, Mr. Clark, Mr. Kaaihue who came today, that we’re going to get it fixed
tomorrow. It’s going to take some time. But we feel that seeing the recent movements,
it’s something we needed to bring to the Committee, and I thank you for scheduling
the item today.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, we thank you for your updated report, Director Goode, and we
appreciate your efforts up to this point. So, Mr. Ueoka, so the Committee can
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understand regardless if it’s the State of Hawaii, the landowner, what kind of
responsibility does the landowner have regarding this type of situation?
MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. When...
CHAIR HOKAMA: And I’m talking about, you know, not the County

--

MR. UEOKA: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --I’m talking about the other landowners. What do, what responsibility do
they have regarding this situation? They can ignore it? They have to do some
rectifying because they own the property? I mean we just want to know what is the
property owner’s responsibility if any regarding this type of situations.
MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, generally speaking, you do have a duty as a
landowner to, you know, maintain your property in a safe manner to protect
neighboring properties. Because it is the State, a little different, there are.. .they~re the
State, the government so they have different protections. And as far as our duty to
maintain the road and keep it in a safe condition, as you are aware, we have that
obligation also. I hope that helps. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, I would say our, this Committee is well aware and I believe from
previous action, this Committee has no major issues with the County doing its
responsibility. We just feel that that property owner and even for the State has some
responsibility as the owner, particularly knowing of a unsafe situation. And so I’m
just asking if we need, does the County need to send them a letter and say we’re
hereby notifying you of an unsafe condition that is currently existing and we ask for
your... I mean they could put up retaining fences right now, right, if they wanted to
help slowdown the fall of rocks or mud from the slope? Because the slope is their
property, correct? As I understand it.
MR. GOODE: Mr. Chair, we’re.. .it’s really hard to survey where that line is on an almost
vertical slope, so there’s a good chance that the property line is somewhere on the
slope, not immediately at the toe or at the top.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So one of the things we’re going to do is actually get one updated survey,
Director.
MR. GOODE: Yeah. Which will be a little tricky, it’s possible

--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, we understand.
MR. GOODE: --guys could be repelling down to find the property line.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Other than that, is there anything else the County can do to
request the property owner for remedial or some short-term things to further reduce
the degree of issue?
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MR. GOODE: Well I think, Mr. Chair, we could, like I said, and we’re going to approach them
about a right of entry, and if it is State land under the control of DLNR, well probably
have to go to the Land Board. So that means well be writing a letter to the Chair of
the Land Board. And I think in that letter we can include, for instance your
Committee report can include some discussion on this. We can show them some of
the pictures we have, that we want to work with them. If they, A, do they have any
existing funds, do they funds in a future legislative session? And that well be sharing
our findings with them. So I think that’s a way to kind of kick... one way on our side
we can kick start the process.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. I appreciate it, Director. You know I prefer not to but, you know,
this proposal is to borrow money to do this project. So I hope the State doesn’t say,
you know, we don’t have cash. We don’t have cash either. We’re going to borrow to do
this project. Mr. Carroll, I would ask for your thoughts since this is in your district,
sir.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. This area has been a problem from when
the top road was a County road. It was changed over in the ‘70s and the State took
over the upper portion. And even back then, it was a problem and of course nothing
was ever done. We’ve come to the situation now where we have children down there,
it’s a dangerous situation. We hear the ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
I would like to use that saying that yes, spending $500,000 to do the study and
everything to find out where we’re at, and if the State is responsible for a portion of it
or a pro rata share or however we’re going to work it, it would come out at that time.
And then we could address with authority to the State that you have to do this, we are
going to do this. That can be addressed. But it’s really imperative that we do this
now. Delaying it, I’m really worried that we’re going to have a really bad accident over
there. And the bottom line is we’ve always been responsible for our people, and I’m
proud of it and I think we all are. And I think this is a situation where we need to
spend the money to go over there and do the study, do the SMA, do all the necessary
steps. And as we proceed with that if we determine the State does share some liability
of that or responsibility, we can address it at that time, because this money is not for
the work. I would hope...
CHAIR HOKAMA: That’s correct. This is not for construction yet.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yeah. So this money is not for the work, but this will allow
us to determine the questions you asked and what we’re talking about over here, and
we can make the decision of how to address it. But the bottom line is it has to be
addressed, and the only way we can do that is to pass out what we have today, the
funds, so we can proceed with what needs to be done. And I would ask the Members
and the Chair to support our community. And I think it’s really the right thing to do.
You know me, I’ve been around a long time, I don’t ask for frivolous things. I only ask
for what’s necessary, and I really believe that this one at this time is necessary. You
saw the pictures. I had other people come and see me besides those that give
testimony, that gave testimony today, their concern for their children, their concern
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for them going up and down, and for the tourists. But we don’t want anybody to get
hurt, no matter who they are. So I would hope that, I would ask for this Committee’s
support in passing this out today. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran, any comments you want to share?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. And thank you, Chair. I guess as far as you know,
Chair, has there been discussion with our State representatives in this matter? I
mean I would think they were alerted also about this.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I’m not sure if

--

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Or is it just because...
CHAIR HOKAMA: --Mr. Carroll or the Department has made any

--

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Or maybe...
CHAIR HOKAMA: --inquiries to the State.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State DOT and...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Or, Director, have you folks been in discussions with State
at all?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Goode?
MR. GOODE: Mr. Chair, at least not in the Department level, no, we haven’t. fli be happy to
at some point for sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Yeah. I mean I.. .because obviously State has some
type of participate, needs to have participation in this, but, you know, looking at us
footing the bill until that is determined. You know it’s like we’re taking the brunt of it
all, and I feel like they should be in the beginnings too, and understand what the
issues are. And that we both have to figure out whose jurisdiction is what and whose
kuleana is what. And we’ll, you know, pay our fair share as we go along, but for us to
just foot the entire bill to begin with in order to come to that point, I mean I’d like to
have their participation now and some kind of input, monetarily especially and just
work things out. ‘Cause at some point, they are part of this, they have to be part of
the solution. You know the issue encompasses their area along this slope. I mean we
can’t see the actual line just yet but it is there.
CHAIR HOKAMA: There’s a line somewhere.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And that entire slope is, yeah, State is in there. You know
what I mean? Chair, I see them do emergency proclamations all the time with our
highways. And this is I believe an emergency case. It may be out in the middle of
nowhere and not, you know, affecting huge populations, but it’s still our population
and people, and people’s lives are at stake. So and this is, you know, resembles some
roads that I drive on every day, and I’ve had rockslides come down. Thank God it
doesn’t occur daily, but with all these heavy rains, things are loosened up so it is very
precarious and dangerous. Not just residents but yes, our visitors. So if there’s a way
that we can at least bring in State representatives into the fold of this discussion, I’d
really like to hear and see that happen.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But at this point, Chair, I’m very supportive of trying to
figure out, you know, how to make this safe for the
--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --residents and visitors that traverse this road day in and
day out. So thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I agree with my colleagues who
have spoken so far. The question I have is, is there a way to get going on this and
then dealing with the State later, i.e., you know, in a private property thing, I believe
don’t we do the work and then bill them? Can we do something along those lines is do
the work and bill them? Just because you see
--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, you know

--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --the urgency of...
CHAIR HOKAMA: --I think we need to ask Mr. Goode what he is able to perform and not
perform under certain situations, and then Mr. Ueoka can give you what legal
requirements may be needed if we exercise certain administrative procedures or
options. Mr. Goode, if you have any comments you could share with the Committee
regarding what you could do an interim basis?
MR. GOODE: Mr. Chair, and I think in response to Mr. Couch’s question which I think the
other Members are all kinda saying is that, you know, based on what we find, we will
be able to come to the State with something, and I really don’t know how much we’re
going to find. Right? How far up is the property line? Is the unstable material on our
side of the line or their side of the line, is it a little bit of both? And I think once we
have all the information.., and even if let’s say, and just for the sake of discussion, say
a reasonable person would find it’s a 50/50 split. Well, I think we ought to ask for our
50 percent share of the design funds. You know if there was some type of grant-in-aid
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that comes to the County, we’d say hey look, we laid a half a mu, and it’s 50/50 or you
guys pay for that extra 250 in the construction side. So at the end, it’s shared equally
if it’s deemed a 50/50 split. If it’s an 80/20 split, whatever the split might be, it really
kind of depends on what we find. You know we haven’t probed enough to know, to be
able to tell you definitively now. But I know that if we tried to initiate that discussion
in absence of all of that data, we’ll just be discussing and nothing’s going to get
moving forward.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Ueoka, anything to add?
MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. Just again it’s a little different when you’re dealing with the
State than with another private landowner. I’m sure there’s a process, much like the
County has its claims process where, you know, you can file some type of claim with
the State. But I think Mr. Goode’s, you know, solution makes a lot of sense. You
know try and figure out what needs to be done, and then hopefully we can get some
type of help from the State through, you know, the Legislature somehow, like a, like he
said a grant-in-aid or something. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Chair. One last question maybe to you or to
Mr. Goode. You say you didn’t like the dollar amount. Is that because you want the
State to put some money in? Because I was going to ask Mr. Goode how much it’s
going to cost.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That and in my review of many requests, I’m going to be adjusting a lot of
requests to a dollar figure that I feel is more appropriate for us to consider.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. ‘Cause I’m... all right. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, and I do my phone calls before I reach my figure. So I have a basis
of how I attain my estimate numbers. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Goode, what sort of timeframe do
you suppose this will take as far as some sort of dialogue with the State, the
Department of Transportation or our State Legislators that represents the district for
us to come up with what you say, like the concept of the creating the--what do you
call--your buffer zones? Because it sounds like this is like an emergency situation, so
if we’re talking about waiting till we come in contact with the State, what sort of
timeframe are we looking at? And I guess how long has this been on the books?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director, please.
MR. GOODE: Mr. Chair and Ms. Crivello, the, I didn’t get an exact timeline from my staff. I
know from previous projects, you know, if we’re successful here at the Committee and
seconding reading, et cetera, then we have to go get a consultant process, get a
contract, initiate the work. We’re probably a year out before we’d have some good
-
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studies to actually present to the State. Perhaps a little less time but trying to be
realistic, maybe a year, so that’d be about a year from now we’d actually have
something we could begin dialoging with the State.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Chair, so I under.. .what I’m hearing is that we need to do
our studies first and get everything in place before it’s going to be addressed with the
State government?
MR. GOODE: Yeah. Well, Mr. Chair, if I could back up? We will be addressing them early
on by getting a right of entry so that we can go on their property and perform the
portion of the studies that need to be done on their property. So getting that right of
entry is one way to let the State know that there is an issue that they~re going to have
to deal with at some time, but providing data as it relates to the cost estimates or what
we believe their share might be, that’ll take some time. Thatil take that year.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And so you also mention in your correspondence about the
concept to create a buffer zone from the mauka embankment. Is that something that
you would have to have your right of entry first, or is that something you would
consider doing sooner than later?
MR. GOODE: Yeah, we’re going to need that right of entry to do all the design work. As I
mentioned earlier, we have to an Environmental Assessment and a Special
Management Area Permit. Because we believe the road, the physical road is pushed
towards the mountainside, we think we have room to go makai, so that’s when we say
making a buffer, one of the more elegant potential solutions is just move the road
makai a little bit, create more of a buffer from the slope. So let’s say there’s a swale in
there or even maybe some kind of small wall, you know, that could trap debris, rather
than trying to somehow buffer the whole wall. So that’s our preliminary findings, but
again, until we actually look at everything to see what the lay of the land is, we can’t
be certain. But that’d be the preferred direction to go.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. White, any questions you care to pose?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No, I think my colleagues have covered them all. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino, questions on this item?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I think they’ve been pretty much all asked, and I
appreciate what Mr. Goode and the Department is trying to do. I think that’s one of
those roads that has been long neglected and needs some real work on it. So thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I’m going to recommend the following on this. I have a good sense
the Committee would like to move forward with this, so what I’m going to do.. .yes,
Mr. Couch?
-
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. I’m sorry, Mr. Chair, but I.. .if Mr. Ueoka can
answer this question in open session, I don’t know. Right now if somebody.. .you see
this rockslide here, right? Say I was driving down and a rock comes and whacks my
car. Who pays for that today?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Does Mr. Ueoka know where the rock came from? Shall we just assume
it’s from the State side, their State land?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, but that kind of is, leads to the question, I mean leads to
well, whoever’s liable needs to chip in.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good luck.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ueoka, are you able to respond at this time?
MR. UEOKA: In a way, yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You can give us a hypothetical.
MR. UEOKA: Yeah. I guess to answer your question, Mr. Couch, you would go after where
the rock originated from, I guess is the owner of the rock. However, just in the present
situation we’re talking about, it’s a little different because that’s, something’s been
directly damaged. Right now it’s you’re talking about rockslides landing up on our
property, and as the property owner, I think as Mr. Hokama has acknowledged earlier,
regardless of where the rockslide originated, as the road owner, we’re responsible for
taking care of the problem right now. And as Mr. Goode said, later on we can try and
figure out how to get some of that money back. But I wouldn’t directly compare our
situation as it stands right now to a rock falling and hitting your car, they’re different.
Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well, I understand that but it just goes to say who should help
pay for this repairs, in my opinion. And I’m not a lawyer, sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, any other comments, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, ma’am.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But I think Mr. Couch brings up a good point in regards to
say an overgrown bush on someone’s yard encroaches into an intersection and it
creates an accident, because they couldn’t see around the corner and things of that
nature. So that, it’s kind of like the cause was the private property owner’s or not the
road itself. But anyhow, Chair, just another example of what Mr. Couch is trying to
say.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: No, I understand, and we don’t do consistent enforcement. I understand
that too. So it’s not easy for any of us. Okay. This is what I’m going to recommend
and inform the Committee. One, I’m going to request deferment. I’ve already
requested a revised bill to be sent down. My intent is to post it on the very next
Committee meeting of this month, and then send it to Council for Council action. And
in the meantime, also we can use that to do additional due diligence, or we will work
with Director Goode and see if there’s ways we can initiate communication so that the
State is aware of our intent to move forward and correct this issue, safety issue and
that we’re going to assess if there are others that should participate in the financing of
the project. Any questions? Okay, with that I’m going to defer action, Members.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
ITEM 38(24):

AMENDMENTS TO THE FISCAL YEAR 2016 BUDGET
(OLD HALEAKALA HIGHWAY RECONSTRUCTION)

CHAIR HOKAMA: Next we have Mr. Goode again on BF-38(24). This is regarding Old
Haleakala Highway reconstruction. We have before you, Members, three bills for an
ordinance regarding this project.
One is to increase Bond/Lapsed Bond by
$1,381,750 for the Old Haleakala Highway reconstruction project. Two, we have
another bill for an ordinance to amend the Fiscal Year 2016 General Obligation Bond
Ordinance by adding a $1,381,750 request. And a third bill for an ordinance that
would amend Appendix A of Fiscal Year 2016 Budget by increasing the appropriation
of grant revenues to Public Works Federal Highway Administration, Federal-Aid by
$5,527,000. Mr. Baz, you have anything you wish to share with us at this point?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. So this appropriation request is for Old Haleakala Highway
and Makani Road improvements. The Department has been working with the State on
this project for quite a while, and... I’m sorry, not the State, with the Federal-Aid
project on this for quite a while. There was some bid issues and they were unable to
get it in encumbered by the end of fiscal year... excuse me, of Calendar Year 2015 SO
the Fiscal Year 2015 funds lapsed, so we are adding this project to FY ‘16 so that they
can move forward with it now that they have appropriate bids and can move forward.
But the Director can explain the details of that situation.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Director Goode, if you could share your thoughts with us please?
MR. GOODE: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, this project was basically on track and met all the
various milestones, received all the approvals to go out to bid, and went out to bid.
And there was some discrepancies in the bid documents, and then we had started to
move forward with the number one bidder I think, number two protested. We worked
15
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with State DOT to see how we can make it work, back and forth, back and forth. Long
story short, I think there’s a hearing tomorrow in front of the DCCA to make a final
decision on who gets the bid. I hope it’s a hearing to get the final decision. So in the
meantime, we’ve been working with DOT of course who administers the Federal
Highway funds to give us some additional time. So essentially we’re taking.. .this
project was an FY ‘15 project and so we’re taking, just moving it from ‘15 to ‘16. So
there’ll be lapsing funds in ‘15 as it relates to our County match. The Federal match
is being preserved, it’s actually a Federal Fiscal Year ‘16 or ‘15, ‘15 funds as well, so
those are being held for us. But if for any reason we, if things take too long at DCCA
or we don’t have the match, we’ll lose all the funding, it’ll go back in the pot, the
Federal pot, and we’ll have to get back in line again. So apologize it happened,
sometimes it’s a little bit out of our control, but it is a part of the process that, you
know, the bidders have the opportunity to, you know, exercise their rights and that’s
being done in this case.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So you are quite confident before the Committee this afternoon, Director,
that any issue that was brought up in the earlier bid protest has been addressed and
more than likely we’ll not have another protest?
MR. GOODE: Yeah, my understanding is that there’s a definitive process and the DCCA
makes the final decision. I mean I can defer to Mr. Ueoka if they have a further
recourse in the courts. But our experience has been where we’ve had bid protests, it
had ended at the DCCA decision.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well, that helps this project out a lot. Mr. White, questions for our
people?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Just to confirm, there’s no increase in the price with the moving of the
money from one year to the next?
MR. GOODE: I don’t believe so. In fact, I think when we originally asked for the funds, it
was for a slightly larger project, it included Makani Road. We had to take Makani
Road out. So this is the section from Old Haleakala Highway to the bypass, that
section of Makani. We’ve had some land right issues there. So more than likely it’s
going to be less than our original, but I don’t have the numbers fresh.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. But it’s not an increased amount that you’re asking for?
MR. GOODE: I don’t believe so.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So I guess the million dollar question if whatever happens
tomorrow determines how, where you go next if this goes, continuously is held up in
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court or whatever, how long do you think you have before you’d lose everything? Do
you have any idea?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. GOODE: Well let’s see, a couple things there, Mr. Victorino. One is the way this has
happened in the past with DCCA, they~re going to tell us to either go with number one
or number two.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GOODE: So hopefully.. .we’ll, there’s going to be one party upset but as long as we have
a direction forward. The funds we’re asking for is enough to cover one or two. If for
some reason it’s long, takes longer with DCCA, I would think we’d probably have
another maybe 90 to 180 days to encumber or lose the project. In the past, we’ve had
180 days from bid opening to award of contract or initiation of work, something like
that. It’s kind of a new requirement from Federal Highways. So the only time we’ve
missed that.. .we made it every time, the only time we’ve missed it is when we’ve had
bid protests and this is the second one.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GOODE: So how much more leeway they give us, I’m not sure yet ‘cause we haven’t
really tested that before, but we’ll ask. To us if they’re going through a process that’s
allowed by law, then it’s kind of hard for the Feds to say oh, you didn’t make the time
limit ‘cause their time limit didn’t account for these things.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GOODE: So I think we have a good case but...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Who knows, right? So if DCCA says number one which
was our original choice, does number two still have an option to come back again to
protect or it’s done? ‘Cause I’m worrying if number two was to get it, now number one
would protest, right? I mean I can see that logic. But if number two was to lose their
protest, are they allowed to protest again, take it to court, or what is... or maybe I’m,
maybe I should ask Mr. Ueoka and then Mr. Ueoka tell me I need an executive session
to discuss that matter. But I really want to know on that one on how that will really
end up. If one gets it, does two have an opportunity again to protest?
MR. GOODE: Okay, my... Mr. Chair, again, my understanding having seen this a little bit, is
that, you know, the decision is final. You can’t get retried for the same thing. I
suppose if they came up, they found some new information as a result of the hearing
that they weren’t, they didn’t have previously, they could perhaps bring up some new
issue if it’s not time barred
--

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
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MR. GOODE: --for being too late.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
So our experience has been DCCA makes the fmal decision, everybody goes
from there.

MR. GOODE:

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So it doesn’t matter if number two gets it, number
one... ‘cause now number one has it but they lose it, they can’t come back and protest?
Is that what you’re trying to tell me? Or
--

MR. GOODE: Yeah, they can’t...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
protest?

--more than likely they won’t be able to come back and

MR. GOODE: More than likely, right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. ‘Cause I just don’t want to lose the money I guess,
Mr. Chair, and that’s my biggest concern. Here we have an opportunity to get that
road done and that’s a very heavily traversed piece of real estate that takes the two
communities from the upper Haiku.. .upper Haleakala, the new Haleakala down to the
lower side, right? And so I’d like to see that completed ‘cause that road does need
some major work on it. It has been long overdue. But anyhow, okay, so I got the
picture. You’~re saying more than likely whoever gets it should end this whole
controversy?
MR. GOODE: Right. That’s been our experience.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GOODE: And I think in general we’re seeing more bid protests. The larger the dollar
amount, the more likely contractors will dig, and if they find something that they feel
might be wrong, they’re going to protest.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GOODE: And they’re willing to spend money, you know, to fight it. But again, what
we’ve also seen is that at DCCA, the gavel comes down, decision’s made, and
everybody goes on their way, win/lose.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Let’s hope you’re correct in this case. Thank you. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that question. Mr. Baz?
-
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MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I did confirm that this is the same amount as the
Fiscal Year ‘15 project so there is no additional funds requested.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that, Mr. Baz. Mr. Carroll, any questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I’m good, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any further questions, Members? Need for response from either
Mr. Baz or Mr. Goode? Okay. Now that we have a Federal Transportation Act for five
years with money, we should move forward. So, Members, I am going to recommend
that this Committee push out the three proposed bills for an ordinances regarding this
subject, Old Haleakala Highway Reconstruction to Council. And as part of my request
to you is to, as part of the motion is also to allow Staff to make all required
nonsubstantive revisions to those documents.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So move, Chair.
COUNCILMEMEER VICTORINO: Second, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion made by Mr. White, seconded by Mr. Victorino. Again,
Members, this is to recommend to Council those three bills for an ordinances as it
relates to Old Haleakaia Highway reconstruction. Further discussion on the motion,
Members? Having none, all in favor of the motion, please say “aye.”
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say “no.”
Ms. Balsa and Mr. Guzman.
VOTE:

Motion passes with seven “ayes,” two excused,

AYES:

Chair
Hokama,
Vice-Chair
White,
and
Councilmembers
Carroll,
Cochran,
Couch,
Crivello, and Victorino.

NOES:

None.
-
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ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Baisa, and Guzman.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

FIRST READING of bills by C.R.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
ITEM 98(2):

PLAN OF AUDITS (FISCAL YEAR 2015) (AUDIT OF THE
COUNTY’S
ROAD
RESURFACING,
MAINTENANCE PRACTICES)

IMPROVEMENT,

AND

CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall move on quickly to audit. We shall bring over the County
Auditor, and Mr. Goode, you can stay if you wish to assist the Committee. This is
BF-98(2). This is the Audit of the County’s Road Resurfacing, Improvement, and
Maintenance Practices. Joining us this afternoon is the County Auditor, Mr. Lance
Taguchi. Mr. Taguchi will present his office’s findings and provide us with his
comments. I believe we all have received a copy of his audit, Members, and you can
refer to that, and I’ll let Mr. Taguchi give us his opening comments.
MR. TAGUCHI: Good afternoon, Chair Hokama and Members of the Budget and Finance
Committee. Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the Office of the County
Auditor’s Report No. 15-01, entitled Audit of the County’s Road Resurfacing,
Improvement, and Maintenance Practices. I realize that your Committee has a full
agenda this afternoon so Ill keep my opening comments brief. The Office of the
County Auditor issued Report No. 15-01 on October 19, 2015. I would like to take
this opportunity to express our appreciation for the cooperation and assistance
provided by the Department of Public Works and others who assisted us throughout
this audit. This audit was selected because of the public’s interest in the condition of
the County roadways and the recent pavement preservation efforts by the Public
Works Highways Division. The objectives of the audits were to evaluate whether the
management processes utilized by the Department will protect the integrity of the
County roads and maximize the lifespan and public safety while minimizing the
maintenance costs; and make other recommendations as appropriate. We focused on
five areas: long-range planning; pavement preservation; potholes; complaints; and
inter-department coordination. Audit testing covered the period from Fiscal Year 2013
to Fiscal Year 2015.
As you~re aware, our audit presents five findings and
recommendations which are summarized in the executive summary in the beginning
of the report. The Department of Public Works generally agreed with our findings and
recommendations, and in some instances have already begun implementation. Rather
than going over each of the five findings and the associated recommendations made in
-
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our report, I wanted to comment on the fmdings and recommendations that I believe
provides the most benefit to our County. We found that there is no comprehensive
long-range plan to maintain all existing County roads. We recommended that the
Department develop a comprehensive long-range plan which incorporates the existing
mid-range and annual plans, and the impacts of pavement preservation program.
This plan should address all of the existing County roads and will help to ensure that
the County’s performing at a level that will properly maintain our roads. It should
identify when various preservation techniques will be used to extend the useful life of
your roadway. The County needs to discontinue the long-standing practice of
performing roadwork based upon dollars available in the fiscal year budget. That
practice may lead to roads being neglected to a point where more costly road
reconstruction is required. Everyone knows the value of preventative maintenance,
that’s why most car owners perform regular oil changes and the maintenance
suggested by the manufacturer. As noted by the Department in their response to our
audit, a comprehensive long-range plan would take some time to develop and will be
dependent upon time and funds available to put towards the plan. It will also require
a better understanding of the cost and capabilities of the in-house pavement
preservation program. A comprehensive long-range plan is a valuable tool which will
help the County and the public determine the total cost and annual funding required
to maintain all County roads at an acceptable level now and into the future. Another
significant fmding is that the Department lacks the historical data and meaningful
performance measures that will allow for a thorough evaluation of the Highways
Division’s pavement preservation program. As the County initiates the proactive
concepts of pavement preservation, the historical data and meaningful performance
measures will allow the Division to measure the value and benefits of the program. It
will also help improve operational efficiency and effectiveness of the program. We
recommend that the Department conduct a full cost analysis over the next few years
to determine the long-term feasibility of the County performing certain pavement
preservation techniques in-house versus using private contractors. This concludes my
overview of the report, and if you have specific questions, Iii be happy to answer them.
Thank you, Chair Hokama.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, mister... thank you very much for your opening
comments, Mr. Auditor. I’m going to allow Mr. Goode as our Director to share some
comments if he would like at this point in time, with the Committee regarding the
audit, Director?
MR. GOODE: Thank you, Chair. And thanks, Lance, for that overview from your end as the
report writer. Actually worked with Don Ikeno in Lance’s Office, and it started with a
pre-meeting. Actually Lance asked for a meeting, came over and said we’re going to
audit your Department on roads, and I said really? I was surprised. I said okay. You
know audits can be a good thing, you know. And especially when we’re looking at
we’re doing new techniques and new practices within the Department, it is a great
opportunity to see how we do, whether it’s benchmarked to other communities or, you
know, where we need to direct more resources. So with that in mind, after our
meeting, Mr. Ikeno came and met with a lot of folks within our Department, primarily
of course the Highways Division and the Engineering Division, and learned a lot.
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Asked a lot of questions, learned a lot, we learned a lot from him, and we came to the
final report. And even to get to the final report, there was back and forth with the
draft, so I do appreciate working with the Auditor’s Office in that regard. I’m being
kind of... and open about it. So we have started to implement and actually have
implemented a number of things here that are in the report. Lance touched on a
couple of, the two majors items. I’d like to touch on those as well. First, you know,
for us to move forward on some of these things, it’s critical that we have our, we now
have a Fiscal Analyst in house. So I want to thank the Council. We did come here a
couple budget sessions ago to get a position that we could have our own Fiscal Analyst
who really looks at what our Department does on a daily basis. Now we can do things
better from a cost standpoint or give us cost data that helps drive better management
decisions, and we have that person now. His name is Michael Bush, he’s been
onboard for about four months. He comes from the private sector where he had
worked for the Silicon Valley firm where they actually, they need to know exactly down
to the mil how much an activity cost to build something, and he’s got local experience
as a real estate appraiser here. And so it’s taken him a few months to understand the
County, and I’d say he’s probably 50 percent, right, in terms of understanding where
everything is and how to keep costs. He’s already done a number of projects for us,
but now he’s onto pavement preservation. So he is tasked with finding out what our
full costs are, and as an example, he’s gone into our database. And we have a pretty
good little database called iWorQ that takes care, looks at every job we do in the
Highways Division and how much resources is put into it, equipment, manpower,
materials. And he immediately identified that the hourly figures, the cost figures we’re
using for our personnel was just based on salary data, didn’t include fringes, it didn’t
include the administrative overhead that the Highways Fund pays to the General
Fund. So he is working with our Highways Division staff intimately to better
understand where every penny goes, and that’s going to take some time. On the
pavement preservation end, our crews, under the enthusiastic leadership of Troy
Kahalekai, he’s learning, you know, how they’re doing their jobs and how they do it
more effectively, more efficiently. Each neighborhood they go into is different. They
gotta deal with parked cars, driveways, people trying to get in and out of work,
emergencies. They really go out of their way to make sure they accommodate our
residents, and I know that’s reflected in my phone not ringing. Hopefully that reflects
in your phones not ringing. But there’s a cost associated with that. Maybe we don’t
get as much production, you know, certain neighborhoods than we do with other
neighborhoods depending on how many driveways there are, et cetera. So Michael
and Troy are working very closely together to understand all these costs, and so that’ll
help us eventually get to a point where we can deliver the type of long-term plan the
Auditor’s Office is looking for. When I first got some of the draft audits, I thought the
intent with the long-range plan was to say okay, we’re going to go to Ms. Crivello’s
neighborhood and we’ll be able to tell you on exactly what day in the year 2028 we’re
going to pave your road. That’s, I don’t think that’s the plan that we’re looking for
because that’s impossible, right? But a financial plan to say well, if we want a certain
pavement condition index, what we call it, a PCI. If we want to shoot for a certain level
and we want to shoot for that by a certain year, how many dollars is it going to take
from here today to that future year, on an annual basis what’s that going to take?
And that’s the kind of policy decision that can then be made to say well, that’s too
-
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expensive for us, we’re going to take longer or maybe we’re going to shoot for a lower
PCI. I did recently saw a report by Sonoma County that was done in October of 2014,
which I think is exactly what the Auditor’s Office is pointing to. Their situation is
different, we’re all different obviously, and they realized to get to a certain pavement
condition index by a certain year they almost had to double their annual allotment for
road fixes, whatever it might be, same as us. Different types of fix for different types of
roads. But at least the policymakers could make an informed decision. I think that
type of report and looking at the information that’s in it is something that’s still going
to take us a few years to get to, and so it’s a big challenge for us, but, you know, if
we’re going to be in the business, we need to know what we’re doing and what our
costs are. And I’m very hopeful, I’m pretty confident actually that we’re going to find
our costs are very favorable for the in-house work that we do. The next item talked
about, well, more about pavement preservation, historical data which we’re gathering.
We’ve only been in the business for about six months. Performance measures, we do
need to come up with performance measures that better look at, does a better job at
looking at, you know, the type of work we do and being able to see that as kind of a
quick indicator of our performance. So that’s something we want to develop. Michael
again is going to help us in that regard along of course with the full cost analysis
which we’ve already started.
Other than that, the report made mention of
interdepartmental cooperation in CIP. It’s actually something we had started. I had
some meetings early on in the Administration with DEM for Wastewater projects, DWS
for waterline projects. I think we can also expand that to our Highways Division,
‘cause as they respond to callouts, you know, they can see... a roadway condition can
deteriorate quickly on you. Even though you plan it, say oh it’s eight years away, it all
of a sudden becomes eight days away. And we had had I guess informal discussions,
you know, the Auditor’s Office found that we probably need to better formalize, so
we’ve started that process. We did manage to do at least a half-dozen projects as I
would call joint ventures between both Wastewater and Water. I think we were very
successful because we identified them early on, but now we’re going to formalize that
process. So, Mr. Chair, I just want to, you know, we’re one of the first departments to
be audited so I wanted to share that, you know, our experience. And, you know, like I
said, we took it as a learning opportunity. So after the meeting with Lance, you know,
I directed the staff, hey, we’re going to treat this as a learning experience, you know,
open your books, share what you have, and I think we’ve, I think that’s what we
found. Thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Director. First, I want to thank both you and Mr. Taguchi. I
thought the tone of the audit and your responses and your approach to the audit, I
want to thank you and your Department for looking at it in the manner that Council
had always hoped for and that it be a tool to make things better, not to find where we
should put fault or blame, that’s not the purpose of this type of audit. So one, I
appreciate your approach to it, Director Goode, and your staff. I want to thank the
Auditor for pointing out certain things for us that I believe is very important. And so
quickly I just want to state that if you read the Auditor’s Report, Members, he
currently says that it is... again, it’s part of the report, it is our Department under
the... Department’s current practice, it’s on Page 8, third paragraph. It is estimated to
take approximately 65 years to reconstruct or rehabilitate all 1,160 lane miles of
-
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County roads. Sixty-five years, okay, that’s the Auditor’s number to us. So regardless
of what you have heard in other arenas, I would say do not depend on that number.
Let us go with what the Auditor has provided us through his working with the
Department, and now let us work with the Department if we want to change that
number, 65 to a different number, work with the Director to see what it takes in
resources to make that happen. So let’s say if our target goal by this Committee to
Council is we want the number to go down to 40 from 65, we’re going to try and
quantify that, see what kind of fmancial resources it’ll take, the type of positions it
may take. ‘Cause there’s two things I want to work on during the budget and coming
up for this Department. One is to see if it makes sense for us to earmark a percentage
or amount of the total resurfacing budget to be done in-house. One reason for that is
my unhappiness with certain contractors who walk away from projects unfinished. So
I’m looking at various ways of what I would call the County’s version of debarment.
You don’t fulfill your requirements to this County, I’ll find ways for five years you
cannot bid on County projects. No excuse to cheat the people of this County, even if
it’s our own contractors, no excuses. So potentially there may be some contractors
that cannot bid on future work if they continue to do bad practices on our projects.
Well saying that, again, Members, part of what I’m looking for is.. .what I hope to get
out of the Department and the Auditor’s Office in getting more specific measurement
numbers, because I’m going to work with Mr. Goode and I’m going to come up with a
number that the Department can hit. But I’m seriously considering X amount must
be done in-house. We buying them equipment, we giving them positions, it is for them
to resurface our projects, because I believe at one point in time according to Mr. Goode
and again it was early but I believe we had a 30 percent more stretch of our dollar
than if we went private. So I like that number, 30 percent more. But again, it takes
investment to allow the Department to make that happen, I understand that. So with
that, Members, I’m going to continue to allow you to ask questions. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And thank you for that, you know,
statements and your comments. I wholeheartedly agree if someone’s not doing the job
they are being paid to do, then we should not allow them to do business with this
County. I think you do that as a businessman. If somebody doesn’t come through
time in and time out or even once or twice and they don’t fulfill their contracts, you
don’t ask them back, you find somebody else. So I wholeheartedly agree with you,
Mr. Chair. What I wanted to ask the Auditor and/or Mr. Goode or who would like to
answer, on Page 21 there was a, specifically these items are, you know, additional
information. And why I wanted to ask this question is that 65 years that you
determined would take us, is that part of the, number one, the Federal Highway Trust
Fund is in danger of becoming insolvent? Because all of us knew back then as you’re
well aware, Mr. Chair, there was a tremendous uneasiness within this country about
the Federal Transportation Act and MAP-2 1 and all the other issues that were out
there. Now we’ve kind of resolved it at least for that five years which gives us some
consistency and some focus that we can now count on so much or at least a regular
source of income or a regular source of revenue to do roadways. Was that a part of
this factor when you made that 65-year conclusion as far the redevelopment and, you
know, upgrading of our roadways, the 1,100 miles of roadways?
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Taguchi?
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you, Member Victorino, for the question. The 65-year period was a
number that we developed when we looked at the historical amount of roads in the
prior years, I think it was prior two years that was rehabilitated or reconstructed. It
did not.., it assumed that the highway funds from the Federal government would still
be replenished, so that wasn’t taken into the
--

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consideration.
MR. TAGUCHI: --calculation.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. TAGUCHI: The reason why it’s 65 is because we’re talking about roads that gotta be
reconstructed. If we added the amount of roads that the Department currently is
doing in terms of resurfacing, then that number drops down, I think we estimated it at
about 45 years. But keep in mind the reason why we included in our report the
higher number is because even though you resurface a roadway, at some point in time
in the lifecycle of the road, you’re probably going to have to reconstruct it because of
the underlying base coat. But the amount of years necessary was also to help us have
a better understanding of the big challenge I think that the Department faces, because
with the reduced Federal funding, with limited amount of highway funds and all the
different uses, there is a competition for these types of funds. And I think later on in
the report
--

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You bring that up, yeah.
MR. TAGUCHI: --we bring it up through a graph in showing how the Department has to
compete with other uses within the County for Highway Fund cash. So once again,
the 65 years is based upon the current level of reconstruction and rehabilitation being
done, but it does not include repaving at this time. If we included repaving, we
project, we estimate it at about 45 years.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Taguchi. And again, those who may not
understand what you~re trying to say, we have had many projects where
reconstruction is actually digging down, tearing out, what do you call that, refilling
and what is the other word when you pound it down and you.. .Mr. Goode, help me
with this one.
MR. GOODE: Compact.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Compacting, thank you. You know recompacting these
roadways and in fact putting white seal instead of pavement on these areas so that
they won’t dissipate so quickly. And the other question I have, you know, so I glad
and I understand that part. The other question I had was the slurry seal. You’ve been
a big proponent of that, you know, which is supposedly giving us a longer period of
-
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time for the same pavement that exists. You know I gotta ask you when you going
finish Mu Road, but that’s another story and I won’t ask you now, I’ll ask you later on.
But once you slurry seal, again, would you tell the public and myself how long, how
much longer as far as existing pavement you anticipate? So if you pave the road and
then you put slurry seal, what are you looking at as far as longevity?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. GOODE: Mr. Chair and Mr. Victorino, the, you’~re probably adding six to ten years to the
road just with a simple slurry. Depending on the type of road, what its underlying
condition is, and when I say type of road is it a collector road or is it, you know, small
cul-de-sac which gets very little traffic? So it does vary but it is one of the techniques.
It’s being championed even by Federal Highways Administration. Earlier we talked
about, I think Lance talked about it about, you know, doing those pavement
preservation is like changing your oil, right? Well, we do sealcoat which is a very thin
coat on some roads, we’ve started doing that. Every district now has capability of
doing it, all six of our districts can do that technique now. That’s like changing your
oil. Slurry is more like a tune-up, okay, a little longer period of time, but if you don’t
either one of ‘em, the engine dies, right? So the whole idea is to extend that life of the
roadway so that the resurfacing schedule can get dragged out, that 65-year number,
that 45-year number. You know if you include slurry and seal that we’re doing we’re,
you know, we’re hitting roads like on every 20-25-year basis, so. The more we can do
that the better.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And thank you, Chair, for allowing the
questions, me to ask those questions. I just have one more, and this has gnawed at
me for years and a lot of people complain about this. You pave the road and three
months later here comes Water or here comes sewer or here comes somebody else
digging the road up. And it’s not so bad they dig it up, but then when they replace it
or when they redo it, they do a terrible job. Is there some way that you, mister, and I
know it’s part of this, Mr. Goode, that you could make sure those departments when
they come along and they tear up the road that when they redo it, whatever needs to
be done that it’s done to your standard, not to their standard?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. GOODE: Thank you, Mr. Chair and Mr. Victorino. And I couldn’t help but notice right
over your shoulder is Mr. Taylor from the Water Department. He perked up when you
mentioned his trenching. We do have a program we initiated a few years ago, you
know, primarily with the Water Department who, you know, informed me they
basically have at least a leak a day that they’re fixing, and a lot of times they’re lateral
leaks. So they’re small leaks, they come off the main line, they head towards
someone’s home, right, water meter. So you got at least a trench from the main line to
the home, and their crew are pipefitters. So we ask pipefitters to put the road back.
So they do their best, right, but they~re not roadmen. And so what our, what they do
and how it gets reported to us is they kind of aggregate, here’s where we went this
month. And then we have an arrangement, they have I think 9 months to 12 months
-
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from that time to get a contract with a contractor. So they then contract out, here’s
100 laterals we did, and then they have a contractor come in and do that work. And
so we oversee that work. If one of the trenches they put in was, you know, they ran
out of material and it’s really not very good at all or it’s unsafe, we inform them, we get
a call, and they go out and they fix it. So for you and the public, there is going to be a
time period where it is a patch situation so they can aggregate a number of these into
one contract for cost efficiencies and then come out and do it. And then but we’re part
of the monitoring process now.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And I’m glad to hear that, Mr. Chair and Mr. Goode.
Thank you. At least now the public can be assured, because when I get the next call,
I’ll just say we’re just aggregating it till that point when we have enough and it’ll be
redone properly. And how long that will take, I’ll give you a call as soon as Mr. Goode
calls me.
MR. GOODE: You can call Mr. Taylor on that part of it.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
Mr. Chair.

Okay.

All right.

Thank you, Mr. Goode.

Thank you,

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, questions? Ms. Cochran, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And I concur with your opening
comments in reference to the audit being a, you know, a useful tool to improve the
works of Public Works and the Department. And as you stated, we’ve put a lot of
funding into Highways Division and help support the preservation team out there.
And I know have been, you know, growing in leaps and bounds into becoming a great
Department and putting out some very quality work on our highways. So I appreciate
that, and, Director, you know that I’ve always been in support. As Infrastructure
Chair, this kind of stuff is right up my alley. So but I think in reference to what
Mr. Victorino was mentioning and the coordination of different departments, I believe
in this audit it states that there’s a certain app that’s really not being utilized at all.
Did you have.. .1 was trying to reference your comments, Director, in picking that up
and starting to utilize it so you can do coordinating with other departments. So not
have the situation as Mr. Victorino described, do your job, then another department
walks in and tears it up and repaves. So that’s all just sort of DEM, Water, yourself,
whoever plan ahead with future projects to coordinate in order to, you know, best
utilize the time and job being done. And it’s something to do with our GIS system I
believe? Is that right, Director?
MR. GOODE: Right. That’s correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. GOODE: The, yeah, the report looked to the GIS system that the, between the Planning
Department and I think the Managing Director’s Office, they help coordinate. I’m not
intimately familiar with the GIS system, at least it’s been a while, but I know it’s
-
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getting more and more detailed. And of course any computer system requires the
input of quality data. Without good data, you’re not going to get good output. So and
what I’ve also found that at least speaking for our staff, we get so inundated with
projects and fulfilling them and all the other requirements that, you know, updating
another computer system is usually at the last task. And if we were to rely solely on
that, it would be.. .until there’s I guess everyone’s inputting that data consistently. So
I’m a little hesitant to rely on it at first until we have kind of a good working
relationship with all the departments on this. So but certainly all the engineers that
work on the various projects, whether it’s in Water, Wastewater or us, they know
where they projects are, they know what’s coming down, they know the emergencies
that pop up. Like even Kaohu Street, you know, we’re about ready to pave Kaohu. It’s
in terrible condition, but there is also a little bit of water leaks coming up here and
there. So Water Department guys went out there and decided to replace all the
laterals. They were maybe just going to do one or two, but when, you know, they
worked with us and we found out hey, that’s part of the resurfacing, they went and did
the whole thing. Now whether I, could I plan that, if somebody planned that on GIS?
Well, maybe we could have shown that we’re going to do Kaohu, but if someone didn’t
input it, we’d miss it. So I want to make sure those face-to-face meeting type
relationships are established, and if that can lead to using GIS that’d be great.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. And I think it’s a collective effort obviously. It’s just,
yeah, one-to-one, having, you know, meetings face-to-face, but also looking into the
data that’s input into the system. But I think Audit was saying a centralized employee
to coordinate the CIP of various departments. Is that not something... didn’t... don’t we
have an overarching CIP Coordinator in the County? And would that... isn’t there
already an established person and position that could be utilized to do this or is doing
it maybe? Or I guess, Auditor, do you know the answer?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Taguchi?
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you, Member Cochran. During the course of the audit, we found that
at one point in time, there was a person in the Managing Director’s Office, the CIP
Countywide Coordinator who was, one of the responsibilities of her job in the job
description is to coordinate interdepartmental CIP. I believe the benefit of that would
be to look at various projects between departments, and should there be a conifict, for
example if Highways wants to repave a roadway, but the Water Department realizes
that, that waterline under the roadway is very old and would probably need to be
replaced at some point in the near future, then those conflicts could be resolved.
Currently the Department I guess has a informal method of communication like the
Director has stated. Our recommendation was... I guess this is the part that we
somewhat disagree, because in our audit, we found it that it would beneficial to have
someone at a higher level make the call when two departments don’t agree. The
departments also have from our understanding, a verbal agreement so to speak, I
don’t know if it’s formalized, we couldn’t find it formalized anywhere, where if the
Public Works Department comes in and repaves a roadway, then they~re not supposed
to have any type of repairs on that roadway except for emergency repairs within the
first year I believe. And then that’s, so like an undocumented agreement I guess
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between the Highways Department and like Water and Wastewater. The Director in
his response felt that the task of coordinating this could be done at the Department
level through cooperation between departments. We don’t necessarily agree, but we,
you know, we think it’s a better process than what currently exists. I think
somewhere along the line when we performed the audit, we became aware of a meeting
between the Water Department and the Public Works Department. And the comment
we got was that oh, you know, this type of meeting wasn’t done for a very long time.
That’s not to say at the director level, they weren’t discussing it, but at the lower level,
you know, they were quite candid to say that they haven’t had these meetings for quite
some time. I think Dave was actually kind of surprised at that finding, but that being
said, you know, they do try to coordinate the best they can. But we’re saying a
formalized structure may better ensure that type of cooperation. And regarding the
going in and cutting up a road, we recognize that there will be times when, you know,
there’s a water main leak and you would, you know, you gotta get it resolved, there’s
no, you know, you can’t wait just because there’s an informal agreement. But as
much as possible, we need to try and minimize that because from a public perspective
especially, it seems like such a waste, and it is a waste. So the more we can do to
minimize those things I think the better off the County is.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right. Well, thank you very much for your diligence in
looking into this. ‘Cause we get the calls, you know, we see it firsthand. In fact it’s
happening right down the street here by Kehalani. I don’t know what that’s... tearing
up sidewalks and shoulders right now to add on something. But so but you stated
that there is or was a Countywide CIP Coordinator whose job was to do just what we’re
discussing? Was to or is or is... can you clarify once again?
MR. TAGUCHI: The job description for the position has that responsibility in it. I believe
currently that person has been assigned other responsibilities regarding more project
management type, so that person’s time spent on these coordination efforts, she no
longer does that. It is kind of delegated I think to the departments to do. So that was
a change that was made.
I guess if that is to continue, then probably her
responsibilities should change in her job description probably. But a long time ago, I
think if I remember correctly, a long time ago, that position was established for
coordinating interdepartmental CIP. But like I said, right now, it’s been because of the
other duties I guess they’re no longer doing that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Well thank you for that insight. And I think this is a
key thing, because it assures.. .it will help with budgetary items too, Chair. So thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. No, previous Councils had thought about this and that’s why
there’s something in the Code, and the old version I think was the Public Works’
Director heads the coordinating committee as it was called. So we need to check if it’s
still in the Code, and if it’s still in the Code, then maybe there’s some positions we can
not fund. Mr. Couch?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you, Mr. Taguchi, for the
audit. You mentioned in your opening remarks about stop the longstanding practice
of limiting paving based on the annual County budget. I’m not quite sure.. .1 mean
they can only do what we budget them to do. I’m not quite sure where you’re trying to

go with that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Auditor?
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you, Member Couch. In the course of the audit, when we interviewed
various I guess managers in the Department, you know, they try to do the best they
can with the money provided. Sometimes, you know, they would like to do more, but
their process is that they present what they want to the Mayor, the Mayor makes
adjustments, it comes to Council, the Council adjusts it. And at the end of the day,
there’s various allocations, some by district, some Countywide. And what the
Department does is they look at it and they try to make what they believe is the best
use of money. So they will look at the roads that have the most complaints or the
roads that they feel need the most repair, and they will go ahead and enter into
contracts for resurfacing to resurface the most problematic roads. When we look at
best practices from across the nation, there is a shift from repairing the worst roads to
try and maintain your good roads as long as possible, because otherwise because the
cost of rehabilitation or major repairs of roads is far more than the cost to properly
maintain ‘em and extend the life of the road, everyone moves... everyone.., most of the
people are, counties are moving towards pavement preservation as the Department.
And, you know, Department has made that move, it’s going to take a while. But until
we have a comprehensive plan where we know how much it’s going to cost, we may
have to ramp up expenditures to do both. But at this point in time, the prevailing
method in the past especially has been to use whatever money they can, whatever
they’ve been allocated through the budget and do the best they can with it. If you look
at the plans of the Department, you know, we talk about in the report that the longest
plans that the Department has is either like I believe it’s the five-year STIP or the
six-year plan that is currently embedded in the budget.
That’s relatively a
medium-to-short-range plan, because the longer-range plan would look at taking the
assets we have through its entire lifecycle. But in no way was that comment meant,
you know, to be unfair to the Department. I think part of the reason why we had that
subsequent events part within the back, within the rear of the report is to emphasize
to decision makers that we currently do our road maintenance with existing funds.
There’s going to come a time with competing needs for bus and all these other things,
that there’s going to have to be a decision made as to what level of quality do we want
on the roadways and can we really afford it considering all the different needs of the
County. I think that’s an important part of this, but we feel that it is also an
important part to have a long-range comprehensive plan so we can better understand
what is it going to take to, you know, keep the roads the way we want ‘em. Because
that’s going to take.. .it’s not a fast process, it’s going to be a long-term process, we’re
going to have to do a little change of direction in the way we’re thinking in order to
achieve that goal. But that is a policy matter and it’s not into the scope of the audit.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So essentially once we get this plan, it’s going to be up
to us to say how much we want to fund that plan, is that right?
MR. TAGUCHI: That’s correct to a certain extent. I think in order for the plan, in my mind,
in order for the plan to be a plan that will be, the Department will be able to
implement, I think at some point, they need to come to this body to get input from the
body, because ultimately the Council controls the revenues that will go to the fund
and also what revenues besides that will be used for maintenance of our highways.
And I think it’s not a... I think both parties will probably have to at some point in time
be in communication and develop this plan.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And, Mr. Chair, if I may? Mr. Goode, I think I may have
asked you this in a different venue, but should whatever happen and you had an
unlimited budget to fix the roads, say do whatever it takes to fix all the roads. How
many actual lane miles could you fix in a year? It’s my understanding that there’s
some issue with availability of people, availability of materials, so you couldn’t, even if
you were given an unlimited budget, you couldn’t do more than so much a year, is
that right?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. GOODE: Mr. Chair and Mr. Couch, yeah, there’s a limit on everything, but if there was
no limit on money which there will never be, we, you know, typically we have at least
two paving, large paving contractors on island. We have two large batching plants at
each quarry, Ameron and Hawaiian Cement, so they can produce so much material.
State Highways does a lot of repaving in a given year. Airport runway repaving has
been going on, and there’s private paving. So all told, you know, we get a portion of all
that work. If there was a lot of large contracts, there’s very likely a third paving
contractor would come on island. Whether they set up their own batching plant or
they work an arrangement with another, one of the existing batching plants, then the
batching plant can run 24/7 plus maintenance. So yeah, could we then get more?
Yeah, we can get more, I don’t know how much more we can get, I really don’t know.
But would we say okay, we’re not going to do any work at airports, we’re not going to
do any work on State highways, you know, that’s, those are the kind of, I guess, the
physical limitations that are out there. But I would think we could do, yeah, I would
think we could do more for sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And I guess, Mr. Chair, the big thing is the funding, you know,
where is that going to come from. We either would have to raise our gas tax or take it
out of the General Fund or any other forms that the State would allow. But that’s the
will of this body.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That will be our decision come budget time, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right. Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And I’m looking at the gas tax
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --increase.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. Like everyone else, I want to thank you
for your work, and especially the collaborative approach that you’~re looking at the
audit as a, I guess, working document or for your performance like a performance
appraisal. I always look at audits as that, in that way. But in regards to your
recommendation, Mr. Taguchi, when we talk about a comprehensive long-range plan, I
believe that’s important and if we might say, it’s like a road map, I guess, when you’re
gonna come up with your budget and what have you. And can always fall back, the
Department can.. .whether Mr. Goode is still here or not, there is this documentation
in place. Would that involve outsourcing a consultant or a facilitator to... or I guess
outsource a consultant to facilitate the process, and in your opinion, what kind of cost
and timeframe are we looking at putting something together like this?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Auditor?
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you for the question. The comprehensive plan could be done either
in-house or through a consultant. It’s going to, a lot of it is going to depend upon the
needs of the Department and the staffing within the Department. Right now, I believe
that the Department has X amount of engineers and they all do project management
on various different types of projects. The development of this plan will take quite a
bit of effort. The Department already uses some consultants, for example, for the
iWorQ updates. I think every five years, they hire a consultant to travel all the
roadways and rate the roadways and verify the condition, and I think there’s some
pavement in the extent they determine what condition the roadway is in. And it also
has some recommendations. So they have, the iWorQ system provides a pretty good
framework for a, to collect a lot of the data. Granted, the data needs to be more
current, and the, I think the Department already has integrated some of the modules
so that it’s updated more on a timely basis. But the short answer to your question is
that it could be contracted out. But the person that is contracted still would need the
experience and the historical knowledge I think of the Department, and like anything
else in order to achieve that, the Department will have to make choices in its
personnel and staffing.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right. I understand that. So with this long-range plan, so
what is, you know, like you have plans that run for five years, ten years, and et cetera.
In your expertise mind, what sort of length of range, what sort of range do you see this
plan being in place?
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MR. TAGUCHI: I’m by no means an expert in the comprehensive long-range plan, but I can
give you a quote from the American Association of State Highways and Transportation
Officials. It’s in the report on Page 9, and basically it said that Transportation Asset
Management, in other words a comprehensive long-range plan, is a strategic and
systematic process of operating and maintaining, and upgrading, and expanding
physical access... assets effectively throughout their lifecycle. In other words, the plan
would cover the roadway throughout its lifecycle, be that 65 years, 45 years, but itil
provide a, like you said, road map, so every so many years, you~re going to look at a
road, maybe you gotta do crack sealing like the Director said or one of the other
techniques. And then as it progresses, you may have to move forward to slurry seal,
thin overlay. And eventually when the lifecycle moves forward, you may have to do
repaving and eventually rehabilitation. Best practices say that by doing this type of
maintenance, in general for every dollar spent in preventative maintenance, you can
get up to 6 to $10 and defer that cost. So most of the municipalities are moving
towards this preventative type of maintenance rather than just going in and repaving
or reconstructing roads at the end of the lifecycle. The other benefit is that the public
gets to ride on a road in a better quality for a longer period rather than having to wait
until the road disintegrates before you repave it.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So I guess there’s value in this in regards to I guess
Mr. Hokama’s earlier comment of trying to reduce the 65 years lifecycle maybe
perhaps to 40, and that would kind of have to be based on what we come up with this
long-range plan.
MR. TAGUCHI: Yeah. I would say that it’s safe to say that we don’t have a process right now
that will take us, will extend our roadways to 65 years much... or even 45 years
--

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
MR. TAGUCHI: --at this current time. But as the Department moves forwards and gets more
experience with the preventative maintenance, hopefully they can extend that useful
life of the roadway. Because in general it’s going to cost a lot if we allow the roadway
to disintegrate until the point that it has to be reconstructed and repaired. I think in
our audit, we gave a worst case scenario where if you had to reconstruct and repair
every roadway, I believe the number we came out with was $1.6 billion it would
require if we were to reconstruct or rehabilitate all the County roads, which I believe is
1,160 lane miles. So it’s a matter of trying to use what, the limited resources the best
way you can.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So can I ask another question? And this might not even be
within the jurisdiction of the Department. But, you know, as you look at the growth
on Maui and the infrastructure for us to upkeep, does your audit show anything
specific as to how we can do better planning so that we don’t have so much gridlocks
or... and in coordination I guess with the Department of Transportation with the State
Highways. Does that also involve the long-range planning or are we just looking at
existing?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Auditor?
MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you for the question. This is outside the scope of the audit

--

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I see.
MR. TAGUCHI: --but if I remember correctly, one of the roles of the Department of
Transportation was to coordinate intermodal and I think with other like the State and
all of these things. I’m not quite sure how that plays, but in terms of what the
Department does, maybe I can.. .you can ask the Director and he might be able to
provide you a better answer.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Mr. Goode?
MR. GOODE: The, there’s a number of mid-range plans that actually the report talks about
that are more related to how Federal funds are allocated. So through our STIP,
Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan, we work with the State, we go out for
public comment, and look at knowing what Federal funds are coming in, how those
get allocated. And some of those funds are for congestion related, some are new
roadways, et cetera. And then there’s a long-range transportation plan that the State
does in coordination with the County in looking at okay, where are we going to go
10-20 years out? So those are some of the larger planning documents that we work
with. It doesn’t address, you know, what happens on particular pavement and how
we, you know, keep our asset I guess at its highest value, so while they’re related,
they’re, it was, that was not covered by this particular audit, but we do look at those
questions through those other planning processes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I see. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. And I want to also applaud the response and your
taking this audit as a tool, not a, not punishment of any kind. And I think that’s
really the way the Council loves to see it, because it’s, it helps us all get a better
understanding of how the operation can be assisted. One of the... I guess my question
is, this is for the Auditor, in Finding Number 1, as mentioned by the Chair and others,
there’s a 65-year timeframe within which it will take us to address 1,160 lane miles.
But the terms you’~re using there are reconstruct or rehabilitate, and then later you
said that paving would reduce it to a 40-year cycle. So my question is the terms that
we’re using are pavement preservation which puts off paving and I guess
reconstruction. But is paving included in rehabilitation? And obviously it is included
in reconstruction. But I guess I’m, I need a little clarification on how those four terms
are being used.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Taguchi?
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MR. TAGUCHI: Thank you for the question. Member White, the rehabilitation.., as we
understand it, rehabilitation and reconstruction involves a more involved process than
repaving. In terms of repaving, our understanding and the Director can correct me if
I’m wrong, but our understanding is that there’s two type of repaving. One is like a
thin overlay where they take off a certain amount of pavement and then reapply it and
compact it. And the other one is what is normally contracted out to private vendors
which is I believe they take it down a little deeper and compact it.
Road
reconstruction and road rehabilitation I believe is more involved than just stripping off
the top layer and resurfacing. But maybe the Director would...
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. So when you, when you’re referring to reconstruction and
rehabilitation, is that the figure you’re.. .is the $1.6 billion figure the one that you’~re
attaching to those activities as opposed to repaving and pavement preservation?
MR. TAGUCHI: That is correct. The $1.6 billion figure is geared towards reconstruction and
rehabilitation, and not including repaving.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So you’~re suggesting that that is a cost and a process that we will have
to undergo if we don’t do repaving and re, and pavement preservation more often than
we are currently? I guess what I’m trying to get a handle on is what is the, what’s the
difference between the actions that you’~re basing the 65-year cycle on versus the
40-year cycle?
MR. TAGUCHI: Member White, the $1.6 billion, we utilize that, I think if you go to.. .let me
get that page number for you. On Page 10 of the report, we talk about that number,
and what that number involves is something that is called the infrastructure gap. It’s
the difference between the road infrastructure needs and the amount the County
plans to spend. The infrastructure gap in terms of this County wasn’t really
calculated by the Department. So we utilized, we took the approach where if we had
to rehabilitate or reconstruct all the 1,160 lane miles, this is the total cost. We may
have to do that at some point in time at different intervals, but if we can follow best
practices and do the pavement preservation techniques, we9J have a longer period of
time to make that investment. Because we can extend the useful life of a lot of our
roads for, you know, maybe double its lifespan, and that way we will not have to make
that kind of expenditures within a relatively short period of time.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So did your audit come up with a level of work that needs to be
completed and possibly a cost attached to what we would need to do every year to
achieve the 40-year cycle?
MR. TAGUCHI: We could not come to any kind of conclusion because the Department
doesn’t have that kind of information. The Department’s timeframe, the longest we
could see was.. .well, we know they have the STIP at five, we know we have the budget
document, six-year Capital Improvements Program. We were made aware that as far
as for the pavement preservation program, at one point somebody, one of the
managers said that there was a ten-year plan; however, in the course of the audit,
they told us that their computer crashed and they weren’t able to reconstruct that
-
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plan for us. But what I’m trying to say is that without that type of information, we’re
not able to tell you, verify that it’ll take X amount of dollars per year. We look to the
Department to find that information for us, and currently it did... it does not exist, and
that’s why the finding we have is that they should develop a comprehensive plan.
Because it provides the basis to move the County forward in terms of making the
adjustments necessary now, whether it be through raising taxes or reducing other
needs, or reducing the level of quality of the roadways so that we can achieve that goal
in the long run. In other words, make little adjustments now rather than having to
address all these big needs in the future.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
MR. TAGUCHI: I hope that answers your question.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Pretty much so. Mr. Goode, what is your estimate of the cycle of
addressing our roads on average? Is, in your view is it the 40-year cycle or the 65?
And I don’t see us having to reconstruct every road in Maui County. Actually before
you answer that question, what’s happening on Kaahumanu Avenue now, they’~re
removing existing pavement and replacing... I don’t know whether they’~re adding, it
looks like they’re adding a little more than they’ve removed. But in your definition is
that rehabilitation, reconstruction, or just repaving?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. GOODE: Let’s see, couple questions there. One is on Kaahumanu I would normally call
that a mill and fill. Sort of milling out a couple inches of roadway and putting in a
couple inches of roadway. It might be a little thicker maybe to make the crown of the
road, return a crown to the road. Sometimes roads depress in the middle. And so mill
and fill could I guess under some definitions be considered rehabilitation or standard
repaving. Most repaving contracts we do nowadays do include milling out, so we can’t
just keep adding two inches every time. There’s, you can see ‘em Upcountry, places
where the curb is yay-high, right? ‘Cause it’s only been ff1 and no mill. So but, you
know, you’re correct, there’s.. .it’s not feasible or likely that we would reconstruct every
road in Maui County or even rehabilitate. There’s, a lot of the County roads are
residential roads so they’re ends of cul-de-sacs, smaller roads less traveled,
occasionally minor or major collectors like South Kihei Road would be one. And so
some of those roads that have very little traffic are going to need very little repair and
maybe never be rehabilitated or it might be 200 years before we get to that point. So
but so it’s hard to look at, do you look at it by a schedule of how many miles per year
or the approach that the Auditor lays out, more of a standard practice now in the
industry of looking at okay, what pavement condition index do you want to shoot for
on average. Which is really do you want to a two star, a three star or a four-star
roadway system, all right? So someone give us the direction on what roadway system
we think is acceptable, and then well lay out the cost to get there over a certain
amount of time, and then to maintain that after we achieve it. And so that’s like the
example I cited with Sonoma County. They said okay, we’re going to go for a pavement
condition index of 75. Realizing like half our roads right now are below 50 which is
-
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poor. Okay, well that’s the direction they received from their legislative body and they
did a report on here’s what we need to do to get there. And of course in their case it
meant spending more money. So that’s the type of direction and interaction I think
that Mr. Taguchi mentioned that we need some direction as we move forward in this
process. We’re still in the data collection and also data structuring, so as we do work
we get good data. But last... and just as, for, number of, speaking of miles and what
that equates to in years. Preliminarily I asked the staff to come up with 2015
numbers, for Calendar Year 2015 and knowing that ended just last Thursday for us
on workdays.
It looks like between reconstruction, rehabilitation, resurfacing,
sealcoat, slurry seal, and even thin overlay done by our in-house staff, we did almost
40 miles So if we have 1,100 miles, if that’s the current number, that’s like a 25 to
30-year schedule. But that’s all our treatments, right, so that’s from the worst,
reconstruction like on Kokomo Road to a sealcoat that we’ve done in, you know, just
about every district now. So that’s what we~re, preliminarily that’s what we’re looking
at we did this last year, which is great because in previous years, you go back a
number of years and we were only getting $3 million a year for Countywide
resurfacing, now we’re getting 5.6 to 6 million. I mean the County was doing 15 miles,
you know, lanes miles or whatever the number was, it was pretty low. So we really,
really have ramped up the numbers and we’re applying a lot of different techniques.
But we still don’t know, okay, what pavement condition index should we be shooting
for on average and how do we get there from here.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: What pavement index are we at now? I mean when you say 75 for
Sonoma, is that an average of all roads or is that an index that is applied to each and
every road?
MR. GOODE: Yeah, there’s an index applied to each and every road, and then you would
just aggregate them and come up with an average. So I think in Sonoma’s case they
wanted an average of 75.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: And if you...
MR. GOODE: But their current average was like 50 or 52, or something low. I actually don’t
know what ours is but my, if I had to guess it’d be in the high 50s to 60s. A lot of
Sonoma County roads are collector roads that connect communities, I guess through
the wine country for instance, whereas, a lot of our roads are more local residential
roads.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Right. And then I know when we’ve looked at the in-house pavement
and preservation activities, that we’ve had some challenges with the numbers. And
now that you’ve got your analyst, are you able to provide us with the cost detail on the
jobs that you have been doing during 2015, of the various types of, like the paving
crew, the slurry seal, and provide us with a cost comparison between that and having
it contracted?
MR. GOODE: Yes. We’ll have some numbers by budget session. I’ve asked them to come up
with some basic numbers by the budget session.
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VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay.
MR. GOODE: It’s too early right now. The data is just not, you know, clean enough and we
really need to understand all our costs. So
--

VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Good.
MR. GOODE: --that’s what I’m shooting for.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. What I wanted to let the Committee know is that it is your
Chair’s understanding that in this State, our County is leading the battle regarding
road preservation. And I think the Auditor would support that comment that I just
shared with you. So I thank you for being leaders in a program area that needs a little
more foresight. We are going to review the need of additional resources in the
upcoming cycle, particularly since we know we have five-year funding from the Feds
for transportation projects. So that’s, what I wanted to say is that I think we’re on the
right path, we have a good Director, but as the Auditor has stated, we need to
measure the right things to make better decisions in the future with the Department’s
partnership. So I’m looking forward to that. Some of the other things I wanted to let
you know as it regards to the audit, is that we had talked about, so if you want to look
at Maui County Code 2.16, that is where you have your central coordinating
committee. Also under Chapter 8 of our Charter, the Planning Director should be
giving some comments regarding Capital Improvement Projects by the County and also
recommending the order of priority to the Administration. So again, there are others
that have been tasked either by Charter or Code to do certain responsibilities, and we
can ask that during budget, whether they’re performing or not. Mr. Taguchi, you have
any other comments you wish to share before we wrap up this item for today’s
meeting?
MR. TAGUCHI: Once again, I just wanted to thank the Director for his cooperation and the
Committee Members for the opportunity to present the audit.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. Mr. Goode, as our Director we thank you
again for your participation. Any comments you wish to share before we close this
item?
MR. GOODE: No, other than I hope we get a five-year pass on audits now, so. You got other
departments. But no, it’s, again, it was a learning experience and we’ve learned a few
things, we’ve already implemented a number of others, and others are going to take
time. And so I think everyone recognizes that it will take to implement. But, you
know, we’re giving it our best shot.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And ‘cause I think one of, well, one of the points that was made is
we still have to spend money, we’re just not spending the amount, the full amount if
-
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we didn’t, if we don’t do preservation I think is what the Director is telling us.
Preservation is well-spent cost upfront than the big operation at the end. So we want
to avoid any phase four issues for this County as it regards to roads. I look forward to
Ms. Cochran’s Committee’s input, having our Infrastructure Committee which I
support greatly. So, Members, I’m going to ask to defer this item in case there’s
something that comes up during budget that we might need to bring back. So if
there’s no objections, we’re gonna defer this audit.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much. This item is deferred and we thank Mr. Goode and
Mr. Taguchi for their assistance to the Committee this afternoon. We’re gonna take a
short recess till 3:45 and then we’ll bring up Water Department’s request.
(gavel)...
RECESS:
RECONVENE:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

.

.

ITEM 38(28):

3:38 p.m.
3:52 p.m.
.

(gavel)... Okay, we shall bring this meeting back to order.
AMENDMENTS TO THE FISCAL YEAR 2016 BUDGET
(WATER SUPPLY, WATER BILLING SYSTEM PHASE I)

CHAIR HOKAMA: May I direct you to BF-38(28). This is a 2016 budget consideration for the

Department of Water Supply and we’re gonna discuss the Water Billing System Phase
I with the Department this afternoon, Members. So first fli ask Mr. Baz if he has any
opening comments he can share with us.
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Good afternoon, Members. The amendment before you is
a bill for an ordinance to amend the fiscal year budget to allow for the Department to
move forward in a billing system. And the appropriation is requesting use of
Carryover! Savings as well as an inter, intra-department transfer for use so that they
can move forward with this. In our transmittal, we provided some additional
information as far as the cost breakdown of the billing system. This has been an item
of discussion for at least the last couple of years during budget. There was a request
put in during the Fiscal Year 2016 proposed budget, and that was removed for further
discussion and deliberation. And that’s why we brought this forward to you so that we
can have that discussion before we get into the FY ‘17 Budget request.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Baz. Mr. Taylor, any comments you wish
to, can share with the Committee at this time?
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MR. TAYLOR: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you for scheduling this. You know I realize

that it was scheduled very quickly and we very much appreciate that. The history of
our billing system is that the Honolulu Board of Water Supply has been processing
our billing for decades. We’ve extended the contract with them in front of this Council
about a year ago or so. And when the, when my counterpart from Honolulu Board of
Water Supply was sitting here, he had expressed that it was his hope that we would
migrate off of their system, so we have been trying to fmd an alternative to continued
contractual services with Honolulu Board of Water Supply. Since budget last year, at
the time of budget last year, we just had a rough estimate of how much it might cost
and what it might take, and it seemed to be the Council’s wishes that we get some
more information and have a clearer path forward before it was going to be funded. So
since that time, we’ve done a pretty in-depth analysis which included a couple main
options. One would be to use the Oracle-based Honolulu system but transfer all the
data in the same basic functionality to another platform. Or we could get an off-theshelf new billing system. So we looked into both of those. There’s some benefits and
pros and cons of each one. We’ve done some better cost estimating, we’ve worked with
a couple of different providers to get a better idea of what these things might cost, how
long they would take, what sort of staff interaction it would take to get these up and
running, the risks of implementation. And we are now ready to move forward with a
procurement. We have staff here who can answer all of your technical details no
matter how detailed. I just do want to express some concern about sharing too much
about actual costs in open session because we haven’t procured anything yet. We are
still dealing with these vendors. Well share whatever information the Council feels
they want. I do just want to say that the more information we give in a public setting,
the more the competitors know about what we’re thinking, so I just would caution a
little bit of that. And finally I will say that Kauai County Board of Water Supply is also
a current customer of the Honolulu Board of Water Supply which was also asked to
migrate off. We have been coordinating with them. Mthough we are not proposing a
joint contract, we are proposing to do the same thing, and the pricing we’ve received is
based on both of us contracting a certain way to do it in coordination. So we are
moving in concert with Kauai on a way that both of us feel is best independently for
each of us and also together. The Kauai Board of Water Supply did approve their
administration to move forward on this, so Kauai is currently waiting for us. And with
that, like I said, we can answer any questions you have, we’ve got the technical staff
here for any details. And well be more than happy to try to discuss this in any way
you see fit. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Director Taylor. First, maybe if you or could be Mr. Baz,
maybe Mr. Ueoka, tell us how your Department is procuring this new platform?
MR. TAYLOR: At this point, we have not started an actual procurement, but we believe that
the best way to proceed is a sole-source procurement.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. TAYLOR: And I can get into the details of why that is if you’d like, Mr. Chair.
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And the entity that you’re looking at has already submitted their
qualifications and have been vetted as a proper procurement entity?

CHAIR HOKAMA:

MR. TAYLOR: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Or someone we can procure from

--

MR. TAYLOR: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --properly?
MR. TAYLOR: But we have not negotiated a final contract with them.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So because we are with Kauai County and my understanding is
because you keep mentioning the Board of Water Supply for them, they’re a
semiautonomous entity?
MR. TAYLOR: That’s correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So they’re going through a regular procurement process. We are
using their information to justify a sole-source procurement, is that a good
understanding on our part?
MR. TAYLOR: Actually we’re basically going through it simultaneously. We’ve both been
dealing with these vendors and they have also not started an official procurement.
They’re also waiting to see what happens with us and with this body to make sure that
we’re going to do the same thing. And I believe that we are both thinking that it, a
sole-source, a simultaneous sole-source procurement for both of us is probably where
we would like to head.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. But this will be separate contracts, right, Director?
MR. TAYLOR: That’s correct. They are... there is no intergovernmental agreements, there are
just two independent entities looking at doing something simultaneously that if we can
manage to coordinate that there will be cost savings to both. But there is no legal
obligation for us to do anything in concert.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So since this is Phase I, how many phases will there be for this
billing system, Director, please?
MR. TAYLOR: Just two phases.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Two phases, okay. So Phase I is the actual procurement of the new
platform? Is there other things that the 900,000 will provide the County besides
getting the new platform?
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MR. TAYLOR: To break into more detail of exactly what it’s separated, I’d prefer to bring staff
down who separated it all out and knows the details of exactly what’s in each phase.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. TAYLOR: So Brenda Lee from our staff who did most of the legwork on this is going to
come down and...
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, as she’s coming down

--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. BAZ: --I just wanted to refer the Committee Members to our budget transmittal
requesting this budget amendment. There’s an attachment beyond the actual
amendment itself, water billing system project costs.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, yes.
MR. BAZ: And that first sheet has a breakdown of the total project cost Phase I and Phase II,
and then additional annual maintenance.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Director.
MS. LEE: Chair, Phase I includes.. .I’m sorry, this is Brenda Lee from the Department of
Water Supply.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Lee.
MS. LEE: Phase I includes a mirror transition from our current system into the new system.
The new proposed system that we’re looking at is a different version of the existing
system, so it will include enhancements that we do not currently have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. When you say implementation on your budget sheet, Ms. Lee, the
421,000, does that mean we need more capacity to implement the system?
MS. LEE: No, sir.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So the system has the capacity

--

MS. LEE: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --for this addition.. .improvements, I should say?
MS. LEE: Correct.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Can you give me something about this... so the total subcontracted
services is everything above that 717 line, right? So taking that into account, we are
on Oracle currently and we’re going to go to an enhanced Oracle platform?
MS. LEE: Correct. I’m sorry, Chair, what was your question?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I’m just trying to add up all their lines so I can grab hold of your single
line and then before you do your double net estimate, total estimates.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. I3AZ: Thank you. The subtotal contracted services line for the total project is the
978,000, for Phase lit’s the 718,000
--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
MR. BAZ: --and then we’re estimating an additional $181,000 of internal costs to the
Department of Water Supply.
That’s where we’re getting the total $900,000
appropriation.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Got it. Thank you. Can you give us some understanding of what is UC4
Consulting?
MS. LEE: UC4 consists of a scheduler and basically what it does it allows you to schedule
end-of-the-day jobs without any human being there to prompt the job to run.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And the automatic scheduler is within the software program?
MS. LEE: That’s the same thing. The automatic scheduler is the UC4 Scheduler.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And then that UC4 Consulting is, what is that please?
MS. LEE: That’s for the programmer to work with you to schedule the jobs in the order that
you want them to process.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. That programmer is a Department employee?
MS. LEE: No, so that’s part of the package consultants.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Explain that to us, please.
MS. LEE: It takes a certain degree of expertise to do the work that’s required to install the
UC4, and the consultants, they’re.. .when you buy the package, they also add on the
consulting fee to allow you to schedule and customize how you want your jobs to run.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And your internal operating cost estimates, that is.. .what’s the
181,000 for, please?
MS. LEE: That consists of staff to perform testing that’s necessary when the new system is
up and running, not necessarily parallel but just to test the processes. In the
Department of Water, we have approximately 80 to 100 individual processes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you for that.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair, if you look at the bottom table on that same page, it’s got the
Department of Water Supply estimated in-house cost for conversion and then it’s
broken down by month and then the first seven months is what’s included in the
FY ‘16 costs.
MS. LEE: Excuse me, Chair? This includes additional temporary personnel to assist the
Department of Water while we take the more experienced individuals in the Water
Department to test the system.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Okay.
Department?

So this temporary is something you already have in the

MS. LEE: No, sir, we have not acquired any temp help.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So this would come after the acquisition of the new platform?
MS. LEE: Correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. fli ask, Ms. Cochran, you have any questions for Ms. Lee or the
Department regarding their request for this new upgrades?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: This system will, I guess, to a certain.. .keep existing
employees? Or is this going to be cutting back on... like I guess the second floor is
where the or lobby level I guess where people come and pay their bills and what have
you. Is that still the same, people can walk in and do payment service?
MS. LEE: Yes. There will be no change to the current staffmg.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. It’s just who’s sending out billings, but everything
else pretty much on the surface level, the homeowner wouldn’t even technically see a
difference in what they receive in the mail and...
MS. LEE: Correct. It’s the intention to keep the billing system as transparent both to the
customer and to our staff.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And I think, Mr. Taylor, you mentioned that Kauai
has already gone off the system from Oahu or is intending. So I’m just trying to figure
-
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out Statewide of what others have done and how successful or unsuccessful they\re
been.
MR. TAYLOR: Kauai is in exactly the same position we’re in right now, they are still using
Honolulu, Honolulu is still processing their billing. They are also trying to fmd an
alternative. So where they are is they’re a board ‘cause they’re semiautonomous. So
their board is analogous to this Council. Their board has authorized management to
go ahead with this, but management meaning my counterpart and his staff are waiting
to see what our decision is to try to coordinate.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. TAYLOR: So they haven’t started yet either.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
people’s.. .have branched off yet?

So we don’t have any existing examples?

Other

MR. TAYLOR: I think the big example is the City and County system which transferred just a
few years ago which was covered in the media extensively and mostly not positively.
Because that is already finished and it’s already functional, it gave us an
understanding of what it takes to do. A lot of our staff, including Ms. Lee and some of
my other staff here was involved with that, so they got a lot of experience during that
effort to try to tune when we do it to not fall into the same, you know, pitfalls which is
why we’ve ended up here.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. All right. Well, very good. Thank you, Chair. No
more.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And thank you, Department, for giving
us all this information. The question I have for you, Mr. Taylor, probably is, you
know, they want us to get off of their system, are they providing assistance? It looks
we’re trying to pay them to do some or pay somebody to do data conversion where if
they want us off they would kind of help us out a little bit.
MR. TAYLOR: I’m going to turn this over to Ms. Lee because exactly what they’re doing I’m
not sure. I do know that I have talked to my counterpart and the access to
information we need has been promised to us. Exactly what it takes to convert the
data from where it is into where it has to be, Ms. Lee can explain that, it’s a little
beyond my understanding.
MS. LEE: The data conversion actually will not have to involve any Honolulu Board
personnel. What we do require is full access to the system, and it does not necessarily
have to be their live system. They can make a copy of their system, and we can just
access our data and our data only from that copy, and it doesn’t require their
assistance at all.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Well, I was just hoping we could get financial assistance
from them to do that. And just to clear it up, we already have Oracle in MIS, right?
And then you ‘~re just going to get a new license or an advanced license?
MS. LEE: The current product that we’re using is actually housed in Honolulu, so
technically as a user Maui is already on a cloud because we do not have a hosted
server here. And all we’re presenting to do is to move the cloud that we’re technically
using from Honolulu to another base.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Mr. Baz I think had some

--

MR. BAZ: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --comments.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you. Yes, this will continue to be a hosted system.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Gotcha.
MR. BAZ: We will not retain the Oracle database here in our ITS, it will be hosted, so that’s
why.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Gotcha. Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Can you explain that for me?
MR. BAZ: Sure. Our software that we, the databases that we operate, there’s two different
options for them. One is to have servers within our County network system that are
actual hardware-based computers and that hold the data and manage that process,
user requests and do those things. Like our IFAS system is a good example of that,
it’s something that’s internal to our system. There are other examples where it, the
actual data and the processing of that data happens at another location, so those are
hosted systems. And so we actually buy what’s called software as a service. And so
when we’re buying this, we’re buying it, you know, we’re buying a service of that
rather than just buying it and housing it here. It tends to be a lot less personnel
requirements as far as our IT Department to manage those. So there’s some tradeoffs,
maybe additional costs for licensing and different things like that, but the amount of
workload of our IT Department is reduced because it’s hosted.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
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MR. BAZ: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, I think there was an inference earlier that we
already had Oracle, but we have Oracle that we’re working on but it’s housed
somewhere else. So I’m glad Mr. Couch got that clarified. My concern is that we’re
not doing a real procurement on this. We did it with the real property tax change that
we implemented, we’re doing it with MAPS, and so I’m just, I’m wondering why we
didn’t go through a regular procurement when I know that there’s some ease with
which you move from one Oracle setup to another. But at the same time, this is a new
system and I’m just wondering to what degree did we get any kind of solid pricing that
you can only get through I guess an RFP. But if you could share that with me?
MR. TAYLOR: Sure, I’d be happy to. And I mentioned earlier that we’re looking at a
sole-source procurement which is our last choice when we procure. Our first choice is
always just low bid. When we have apples and apples, we low bid, you know, who’s
going to give the cheapest apples. We go to cost-loaded request for proposals when
there’s two different products, apples and oranges but both could work. Let’s just say
that we had one system that was cheap upfront, had high maintenance costs in the
future, and had a lot of staff time versus another one that was very expensive upfront
but had very low staff time. We can’t do that just based on low bid, because it doesn’t
really exemplify what our costs are going to be. What we do with those is we have a
cost-loaded request for proposal saying, you know, 20 percent or 30 percent is cost,
but when we open those, whatever cost they give, we are locked into, and we use the
cost and their other features to evaluate them. That’s what you’re.. .what is normally
called a request for proposal. When we have apples and oranges but we really want
the apples and we do a request for proposals, the contractors tend to know that’s what
we want, which is sort of the case here. They know we’re already on Oracle, they
know we’re switching over. We’re really comparing this, what we’re doing versus
buying something off the shelf and starting from scratch. So what happens is when
you do that kind of procurement, you have no ability to negotiate. Whatever the guy
says the price of apples is, you are stuck with. You have no ability to negotiate. So
our experience has shown that when we have apples and apples, we low bid, when we
have apples and oranges and we’re open to either, we do cost-loaded requests for
proposals, but when there’s something that is really so much better than the others,
we’re best off doing a sole-source procurement where we can actually negotiate. And
that is our concern of why we’re not doing a request for proposals. If we open those,
whatever that cost is we are stuck with and there’s no ability to negotiate. So that’s
the reason that we use sole sourcing as our last effort. Only in cases like this, it tends
to be compatible software systems we tend to use it for. We tend to use it for
equipment where it has to talk to each other. Those are the reasons in my experience
we’ve stuck with sole source, and like I said, it’s a last ditch that we don’t like to use,
-
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but we feel that we’ve gotten very bad pricing when we’ve tried to do something else
with this kind of situation.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah but I would accept that, but the, in my view, you know, water
billings, there are other systems and you’re comparing, I’m assuming that others have
a cloud option as well. Is that...
MR. TAYLOR: That’s correct.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Do you know that it not be the case? Or...
MR. TAYLOR: It is the case, but they’re not.. .they’re a different software system that
wouldn’t be just converting it from the Oracle system there is now to sort of same,
same. It would be a completely different system.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE:
system?

Is there a problem transferring the data from Oracle to another

MR. TAYLOR: Now that’s a question back for Brenda.
MS. LEE: I can tell you that there was a problem with transferring data from the prior
system to Oracle. I don’t know that there is a problem transferring data from the
Oracle system to another. Because it would involve detailed knowledge of the data
tables, and I can tell you Oracle has a lot of data tables. I don’t know, you know, what
the transition, the downsizing transition would, that would have to occur to go from
Oracle to another system.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. The reason I’m concerned about not doing some sort of
procurement is that we’ve done it with the other two systems and one of the.. .well and
the person or the company that’s doing our MAPS program is I believe Tyler. And the
company that did our real property tax system is Tyler. And my understanding is that
they do utility billings as well. It would seem to me that having a Countywide focus on
possibly sending out the, you know, all billings from one, you know, one system would
be nice. But I guess I’m a little concerned because I know Oracle is a great product,
but they’re also seen as kind of a Cadillac, and this is not a system where we’re simply
upgrading an existing program, we are buying a new system. We’re buying, you know,
buying basically the new system. So how do you justify sole sourcing on the basis
that there are other systems that can provide the same product in the cloud and
provide.. .you know, to me the only real issue would be whether the data transfers or
not.
MR. TAYLOR: I think staff is probably smirking because these are exactly the questions I’ve
been asking them for the last two months. How do we justify this when I know I can
go buy something else? And that’s why so much work was done first of all to convince
me that by doing it this way, the staff and the customers.. .well, let’s just start with the
staff, won’t see a difference at the end. What they do right now today is exactly what
they’ll do after it’s finished, so there’s no retraining time. A lot of the conversion
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basically we already paid for, because we paid our share to City and County of
Honolulu when they already converted it. So by using this option rather than going to
Tyler or one of the other companies where there’s this whole ‘nother conversion to a
different system, we’re really getting the same system packaged a little differently,
hosted on a different server. So all of a sudden, the staff time that it takes to get a
new system up and running isn’t necessary and it’s much, much, much less. So yes,
if this wasn’t possible, we could get an off-the-shelf system, rebuild it from scratch.
We show, our analysis shows that, that is going to take much longer. We don’t think
we have the staffing to do it, and we’re at risk of having the same thing happen to us
that happened to Honolulu, that it gets out of hand, there’s problems that were
unforeseen, and that we end up having to estimate billings for a very long time while
we can get the bugs worked out. I also was very uncomfortable because of my lack of
experience with billing systems, but I can tell you that in other systems where we’ve
had to convert, like SCADA systems, we’ve ended up with the same basic procurement
of saying that when you’re going to throw something out and start from scratch,
there’s a procurement.
But every time you modify that even if it’s a major
modification, we end up back in the sole-source realm for the same reasons. Unit
responsibility to the software, the people that programmed it, and no finger pointing
when it doesn’t work, so we’re getting all of those things by going this route. We could
open it up to other vendors but again then the onus would be on us to try to
coordinate between the new vendor and what’s, what we’re getting from Honolulu. So
that’s sort of my non-technical layman’s understanding.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No, and I appreciate all that. The, I guess the challenge I’m having is
that without having a quote on another cloud system, you’re not giving us the ability
to make a value determination between whether we want to spend it in staff time in
conversion if there’s a lower cost option. And obviously it would have, you know, I
understand the benefits of going to a, you know, the same system, because there’s no
retraining. But I also understand the benefits of having another system that operates
probably relatively similarly but maybe at a lower cost. And I don’t know that that
exists, but I would be more comfortable if we had at least evaluated that option in a
little more... not in just hi, what would you charge but through an RFP.
MR. TAYLOR: And I’m with you, I felt the same way. Unfortunately, until you commit with
these companies, they won’t give you hard numbers, and as I said earlier, once you get
the hard number through an RFP, it cannot be negotiated. So that’s the difficulty
we’re in with these.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: But I, yeah but I would take an exception to that, because my
recollection is that as we went through the MAPS process, it was worked down to three
and then they, everything was put back out. So there may not have been a
renegotiation, but there was certainly a reconfiguration of what the needs were. So it
was, you know, it was negotiated from the standpoint that we’re getting the product
we really want, and we’re getting that we’re narrowing the price perspectives. So I
agree that you have a set price, but there’s always different ways of getting to that
price when you’ve got, you know, say three or four different companies involved.
Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think Mr. White, you know, brings up some very
legitimate questions and I think, you know, maybe some homework needs to be done;
however, I understand where you’re coming from because of the debacle with the City
and County of Honolulu and their water, the Department of Water Supply. If some of
you will remember, there were people out there getting bills of 700-$800 and all of a
sudden when they were recalibrated and actuals came out they were in the 2,000 and
$3,000 range, and these are homeowners, I’m not talking businesses. They went
through a heck of a lot of problems with the system when they converted to something
new. We were fortunate that we were expound [sic] from that, because we kept the old
system until they got it right. Is that correct, mister...
MR. TAYLOR: Ms. Lee I think knows more about the details of that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
question.

Ms. Lee then, you know, or whoever can answer that

MS. LEE: Thank you, Member Victorino. I was there when that happened. We actually all,
the three counties all converted at the same time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. LEE: Their bills were a larger problem than they anticipated. Fortunately for Maui and
for Kauai, we were smaller counties so we could handle our customers better. They’re
100,000-plus customers, so they had a very difficult time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I know that made the Statewide news and, you know,
was very embarrassing for the Department of Water Supply on Oahu. So, Mr. Chair,
my feeling is I’d like to support what Mr. Taylor and the Department of Water is doing.
If some of our, my colleagues are insistent that they go out and get procurement and
all that, then that’s fine too. But I want to make this as seamless as possible. I want
to make sure that our consumers are not adversely affected. I know, I think that the
people in the Department themselves have a good feel on what’s happening. They
understand the systems and they would like to make sure that when it’s all converted,
and we need to because the City and County of Honolulu wants us... Department of
Water Supply in Honolulu wants us.. .yeah, Ernie came and told us that right here in
this Chambers. And it’s a whole process where eventually all the counties will have
their own billing systems which I think makes good sense now. I think there was a
time when it was good when we were alone.. .1 mean connected with them because it
saved us money, but that’s when we were doing semi-monthly billings. When we
started going to the monthly billings, the savings dissipated real quickly, and I think
that’s what we’re heading for here. So I’d like to support what they~re doing. I have no
problem because I understand the systems. I’m not an expert in the area but I’ve sat
down and listened to them at presentations that they’ve made at the AWWA and the
HWWA. Mr. Taylor has been, I’ve been with Mr. Taylor when they went through these
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fiscal overviews, and so I have a pretty good understanding. But whatever the
Committee decides is fine with me. I’m more inclined to allow the Department to
continue working on what they feel is important so that this change will be as
seamless and as cost efficient to this County as possible. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for your comments. Mr. Carroll, any questions for Mr. Taylor
or Ms. Lee?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: None at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Did you have your opportunity, Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I did.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is there anyone else that has a question for Director Taylor or Ms. Lee on
this request before us? I would just say to Mr. White’s point, Tyler is a member of
NACo like we are, so as members of NACo, we do have pricing benefits. Oracle chose,
chooses not to be a part of our national alliance, and so we support those that are
members within the organization. So saying that, I think I made clear my position.
Okay. We have posted it as no legislative action, this was to get an update on the
situation as Kauai County is, and in concert with us. One thing that I wanted to ask
you, moving forward with this, are you going to come back to us for some kind of
authorization for rental or leasing space for the billing purposes? How are we going to
do the billings once it’s under the full jurisdiction of the County, this County?
MR. TAYLOR: Mr. Chair, we were expecting really to have it be transparent to the County
from the sense that whatever we’re doing now is going to continue, there’ll just be
different vendors. So we still would not plan on printing or sending our own bills, we
would continue to contract that out just through a different.., our people read the
meters, we upload it into the system, there’d be a different processing, a different
platform where it’s processing the bill. It would still go to the same people that
actually print and mail them, so there wouldn’t be any more business operations here
within County staff.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. That would be all contracted out

--

MR. TAYLOR: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --according to what we currently do?
MR. TAYLOR: That’s correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any further comments, Members? Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Just a question. Where would those get mailed from? Where is the
mailing contractor currently?
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MR. TAYLOR: I think it’s in California, isn’t it? But I’m not sure.
MS. LEE: It’s in the mainland somewhere.
MR. TAYLOR: Somewhere on the mainland, we’re not sure. But that’s something that, you
know, periodically would come up for, you know, procurement.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Anyone else? Okay. With no objections, we’re going to defer this
and then repost this for action at the next meeting.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, so ordered.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Director Taylor and Ms. Lee, we thank you for assisting the Committee
this afternoon and thank you for your patience.
MR. TAYLOR: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, we are gonna quickly take up one item, and then I’m gonna
defer the last item on the agenda which is the advertising inside County transit. I’m
sensitive to the demands of your time; however, I’d like to at least fmish up BF-57.
ITEM 57:

CONTRACTS
SYSTEM

FOR

THE

COUNTY’S

TELEPHONE

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, BF-57, Members, is as it relates to the phone system, and
interesting, this was an interesting we have going through this, because this started
with my understanding of just a Police Department request, then became a
Countywide thing. So again, it wouldn’t be so bad if the vendor performed to our
satisfaction which I’m not happy at all. So part of today’s meeting is to get an update
on this telephone system and where we are with hopefully resolving issues that we
continue to get from the public as well as internally with us regarding the quality and
effectiveness of this new telephone system. I’ll ask Mr. Walker as our Deputy Director
of Finance if he has any words he cares to share at this time.
MR. WALKER: Good afternoon, Chair and Members. Nothing at this point. As you can see
to my right, Jacob Verkerke, head of our IT Department, who’s our in-house telephone
guy is here to answer any specific questions you might have.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you so much. Mr. Verkerke, you have anything you would like to
open up with?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Chair and Members of the Committee, what I have prepared is a little
update on the status of the implementation of the new phone system.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. VERKERKE: I do not have any information about or questions you may have about the
contract. We’ll deal with that as these questions come up. We are probably about
95 percent or so completed on the implementation of the phone system. What
remains is finishing the work that has started in Hana and on Lanai, and Upcountry.
Upcountry will probably, we expect it to be finished in early February, and then Hana
and Lanai depend on other things to be taken care of, most prominently the
bandwidth upgrade for Lanai to make sure that we have enough capacity to carry the
phone traffic on our network. We expect those two areas to be finished by March
sometime. At that point, we will be able to decommission the NEC phone system. In
February, we expect to be able to start consolidating a lot of the circuits provided by
the local telephone carrier so that we have the opportunity to document for you the
savings and the monthly costs for the services provided by the carrier. And that
should also improve some existing concerns with the quality of some calls. We’re still
passing through the old system to the new system, and there is at times some impact
on the call quality although it’s not overwhelming the system. But we expect to be
able to report to you in March, that most of that is behind us. In a previous
appearance here on this subject, I mentioned that there is always a stabilization phase
with a new system like this, and being able to eliminate the NEC as a pass-through
component of the system that we have now I think will pretty much wrap up that
stabilization phase. And Ill be happy to try and answer any questions you may have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Regarding the issues that the Members may have on the internals
and whatnot, Mr. Verkerke, that you would refer back to our Council Services staff or
is that something that you have some responsibility or jurisdiction in?
MR. VERKERKE: I’m not sure that...
CHAIR HOKAMA: I don’t know how you folks have worked it out.
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah, we’re still in continuous dialogue with your staff. The agreement
that we have is that any concerns and questions and problems experienced by Council
Services or Council Staff will get reported to one of your Staff members and they are
the point of contact for us, so we’re working with them continuously on trying to
address that. We’ve provided some options to improve some configuration functional
aspects, and we’re waiting to hear back what their preferred approach would be, and
we can make those adjustments when we do hear that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Verkerke. Ms. Cochran, I know you have a clock running
on your time so I’ll let you ask your questions now.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. No, I don’t really have any
pertinent questions at this time. It’s just I share your, I guess, unhappiness with the
system itself. I still haven’t.., it’s not that I use my phone a whole lot, mostly my staff
does a lot of the conversing on the phone system, but just a few times, it just hasn’t
been as smooth as before. I’ll put it that way. Nothing too earth-shattering and, you
know, disruptive, but it has not been as I guess user-friendly as the prior system that
we had in place. So that was, that’s just my own, on my own personal note in regards
to the system. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I can tell you for me it’s last two systems, even prior, even with NEC we
had issues. I wish we had the system before NEC. We had no problems and we
changed.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:

.

.

.

(inaudible)...

CHAIR HOKAMA: There was something about it though, Mr. Couch, it worked. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And the key point in that was it worked.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It worked, yeah, I like that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Mr. Couch, you have questions

--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, I’m good.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --for Mr. Verkerke or Mr. Walker? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I don’t know if I have so much questions but comments.
You know I believe you... I was told by our staff from OCS that some of the rationale for
us not hearing when we receive calls, you know, can’t have the audible conversation
was because of the connection still with NEC. And we’ve had some mishaps as far as
transferring calls, you know. What.. .my previous life was with phone company, over
100 years I guess, but it, you know, when a customer complains, we need to respond,
that’s how it was in the good old days. But it doesn’t appear that way. I mean
ShoreTel, I mean I don’t understand why there’s no phases to, you know, for cutovers
and the acceptance of equipment, whether it’s Hana or Lanai. It’s just poor
coordination in my opinion, and I don’t know how much we’re paying and what sort of
immediate respond that we get from the vendor themselves. But Ill back up a bit, you
mentioned about bandwidth for Lanai, can... how does that integrate with the phone
system or does that, the bandwidth include the actual usage of computer or.. .I’m
trying to understand when you said bandwidth, making sure we have enough
bandwidth for the phone service or the network. The network does not.. .why does
bandwidth fit in with that?
-
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MR. VERKERKE: Member Crivello, modern phone systems like the one that we are
implementing now from ShoreTel leverage the data network that organizations have,
and the voice traffic moves off the traditional phone company wires to the data
network
--

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MR. VERKERKE: --wiring. While there will be phone company trucks coming into specific
locations in our
--

COUNCILMEMEER CRIVELLO: Right.
MR. VERKERKE: --network, but from Lanai to the outside world it passes through the data
network between Lanai and Maui, this location here. That data network was sized a
while back for data traffic only, and County offices on Lanai are not that large and
there’s not that many people. To add voice traffic to that we’re quite concerned that it
will affect the quality of the call and the reliability of the call, because we are really
adding quite a bit of traffic to a limited capacity. So we’re working with the Police
Department. The Police Department, as you know, has been upgrading their network,
their microwave network to modern technology which is very similar and very
compatible with the technology we use for our data network and for our voice network.
So we are now testing moving that traffic onto the Police Department’s network and in
cooperation with Police Department.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1 VELLO: So they have the bandwidth

--

MR. VERKERKE: They have more bandwidth...
COUNCILMEMBER CR1 VELLO: --the provisions and the infrastructure

--

MR. VERKERKE: That’s correct.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --to provide that?
MR. VERKERKE: So before we really go into production, we want to have some time to make
sure that it’s reliable and we can deal with any...
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So was that determined or projected before the purchase or,
you know, did the vendor explain all that before the actual purpose? Is that some of
the defaults that we’re experiencing as far as the voicing as, with our, with the service
here too?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Chair, we were aware of the limitations that we had in the network
capacity to Lanai so that has always been part of the implementation plan to work on
improving that before we would go ahead and roll out the new system to Lanai. Some
of the issues that you have experienced is the result of not being able to do the whole
County all at once. In order for us to replace the phone system on a long weekend, it
-
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would have been enormously risky, enormously expensive, and I don’t know that the
results would have been anything that you would have been happy with. The
implementation process has taken longer than we had expected, so we had hoped to
be able to eliminate the NEC as that pass-through component of the architecture.
We’re very close to doing that now, so I think that you will find that after March, the
improvement will be noticeable. We do have some statistics however. The system
keep track, keeps track of quality, call quality on a scale from zero to five, five being
really good and zero being really bad. On average we’re running typically around four,
so the problems that do exist are not very often, there’s only I think less than
1 percent maybe, about .7 percent of the calls experience quality problems. So system
wide it’s not pervasive and creating a lot of problems. I’m disappointed to hear that
you appear to experience more than your fair share of this, but I think that in March,
late February, early March we will be able to effectively deal with that.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: So... oh, one more question, Chair, if I may?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Is it your team that responds to the problems or the
installation or is it the vendor? Do they have people on-call to respond to some of the
concerns that we may...
MR. VERKERKE: It’s a little bit of both.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MR. VERKERKE: We provide the first level of response, so if the Council Services Staff picks
up the phone to report a problem, it comes to us. We will check what we can on the
system to make sure that we’re aware of any outages or what have you. If we can’t
find the solution within an acceptable amount of time, we have the ability to call the
system vendor or the phone company. Sometimes it’s the trunk that, you know, the
phone company experiences problems with. So we have second and third level
opportunities to escalate the calls and get the help we need. Sometimes when there is
a configuration issue or a question like, you know, why don’t we do it this way or that
way, we have immediate access to the vendor to get their guidance, okay, now this is
how you solve that problem. So there’s several layers of support that we can rely on.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Crivello. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Is there a reason why in some cases we have a feeling that people,
when we’re calling a non-ShoreTel phone somewhere else outside the system, that the,
that they can’t hear us very well? Have you heard that problem before?
MR. VERKERKE: I have and the way it’s been explained to me is it ties into that need for
certain calls to traverse the old NEC system. There is quality lost with every handoff
-
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in a system like that, and, you know, it’s in an inexact science, communications,
because there is so many components to the whole infrastructure that finally reaches
somebody’s cell phone or somebody’s landline. So there is opportunity for quality loss,
you know, incrementally and it adds up. But we do blame the fact that we’re still
having to pass through NEC for a good portion of that.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. So that’s one of the items that might improve as of March?
MR VERKERKE: Yes, we’re quite confident.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. And then is it correct that all of the equipment for all of the
equipment replacements is through ShoreTel? We have all ShoreTel equipment, don’t
we?
MR. VERKERKE: That’s correct.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah.
MR. VERKERKE: It’s all ShoreTel brand at least.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: And then what is PROSIS Hawaii’s participation?
MR. VERKERKE: So PROSIS are the consultants that help us understand and learn the
phone system world. You know introduction of new phone technology into the data
network and the data technology is not something that is easily absorbed for
ourseif as staff, so... and also the interaction with phone companies, as Member
Crivello mentioned, you know, she has a lot of experience. My experience is not the
same that they will immediately drop everything to help me out with everything, so we
have somebody in there that knows how to navigate those waters. And they
understand, you know, how circuits need to be designed to support the system.
They’ve also helped us with the rollout and the discovery do, in many offices, you
know, how many phones do you have, how many lines come into one single
instrument, do you have a fax, do you need to have a fax or is e-mail and digital faxing
an option rather than have a dedicated fax line. So they’ve provided a lot of the
legwork in prepping the various sites where we’ve rolled out the new phone system.
It’s been very valuable. They~re also responsible for reconciling the billing with the
phone company. It’s another area where there’s some challenges, how quickly does
billing get adjusted, and so we rely on their insider knowledge in the phone world to
get to the outcome that we’ve set up.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So we have, in our binders we have a contract certification for PROSIS
for the Kihei Police Station, so the 2, the original contract and then the subsequent
add-on to the contract totals 92,000. So that was just for the consulting for the Kihei
Police Station to get us not the equipment but just the, getting an understanding of
how to proceed with the procurement of the equipment?
MR. VERKERKE: You’re talking about PROSIS?
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VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Right.
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah. So we selected them through a competitive process to help us
develop the RFP and help us evaluate the proposals, and then to help us with the
implementation, the management of the implementation as far as the interaction with
phone companies goes, and what the user needs.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: And then when the initial RFP went out, was that just for the Kihei
Police Station or was that for a broader application?
MR. VERKERKE: The RFP for the solution itself?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yes.
MR. VERKERKE: It was made clear in the RFP that the initial funding was for the Police
Department because we needed to have some type of phone system in the new Kihei
Police Station, and we collectively felt that was an opportunity to bring new
technology. Because the NEC system we have, at the time that the Kihei Police
Station was being built, had already outlived its expected life and maintenance
agreements. So but we made it clear in the RFP that we were dealing with a Phase I as
far as the funding that was available right then and there, but that we were looking to
select a system that would be implemented eventually Countywide depending on
funding. So we, after that initial selection, we came back to Council and obtained the
funding to roll out the system to the rest of the County.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Like you, Mr. Chair, I’ll end by just saying just make sure
the system works. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, questions, sir? I can tell you my two most
common issues that is sent to my office, Mr. Verkerke, is one, Lanaians seem to have
and for whatever reason faxing to my office and whatnot, they always say it gets
rejected. And I tell them that no, we did not receive any fax from you. So I don’t
understand that. I know it goes through the phone line, the fax, and we give them
what is assigned to our machine. So I find it interesting that I’m getting this
responses from Lanaians that when they try to, testimony or comments regarding
something on the island, they~re unable to communicate with our office on Maui
through the fax. The second one I would say it has been interesting, and I guess is the
people have been accustomed to our 270 prefix as a County prefix, and now they~re
telling me they see this strange prefix. So for many of them, they don’t respond to the
prefix because they don’t think it’s the County or our offices returning their calls. So I
would say those are two things that I, from a public perspective I hope we can have
some corrective adjustments made. ‘Cause I don’t know, I don’t think it’s hard but,
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you know, you’re the, you’re our professional so if you tell me it’s something the
vendor is going to have to take care of, you know, that’s fine with me. ‘Cause I don’t
know, are we still under warranty with them?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Chair, the use of prefixes is not something that is determined by the
phone system itself but that is determined by availability of numbers from the
carriers. And what...
CHAIR HOKAMA: When you say carriers, Mr. Verkerke, you mean like a Verizon, a AT&T as
a, that’s what carriers?
MR. VERKERKE: Well in our situation really the only viable carrier is Hawaiian Telcom to
provide the connectivity services into our system. So I do think you were around when
we moved into the system that we’re trying to move off of.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
MR. VERKERKE: In those days, all the prefixes were 243 as you may remember, and
eventually people got used to having to dial 270. And so we have the same kind of
adjustment period. When the NEC system was brought into the County, it was limited
to Central Maui primarily, and so Kihei, Lahaina, Hana. Hana I think is 248 and
Lanai I forget what the prefix is. So we’ve consolidated all that into one phone system.
Now if you have a 661 phone number in Lahaina or a 270 here or a 248 in Hana, you
may very well end up in a situation where the last 4 digits are the same. You know
there may be 3-4 people that have 1234 as their 4-digit extension. If we bring that
into one system, we run into problems, because the system is not going to know that
you meant to call Mr. Couch or myself if you dial 1234. So we are dealing and that’s
why it’s taken a bit, a little bit longer. Upcountry and those that are in the later
phases of the implementation process, we are having to reconcile these confficts in
extension numbers, and part of that is that we have to bring in additional blocks of
numbers available to us. And 463 I believe is one of those blocks that was a number
when we ran out of access to 270 numbers. So we try to work with Hawaiian Telcom
to get as many of the 270 numbers as we could. But, you know, with deregulation,
people can use their landline number on their cell phones and vice versa, so it’s not as
neatly structured anymore as it used to be.
. .

CHAIR HOKAMA: And I just bring that up because and again for some people it’s just a
simple common sense thing. They said I call your office, I dial 270-7768, I get your
office, but when the County calls me back, I don’t get one 270 although I know, you
know, I mean I don’t even think they know I’m calling back. Yes, Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. You know that’s I would think a simple
function, a simple parameter to change, at least on the systems that I’m aware of. You
can send a caller ID out that, whatever one you want. I thought we had that
capability and... or going to implement that?
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MR. VERKERKE: Some of that capability is restricted by the fact that we’re still passing
through the NEC system, so once we take that out of the architecture, caller IDs will
be much more universally available
--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. VERKERKE: --except in situations where people opt not to display their number

--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
MR. VERKERKE: --when they call out and

--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Sure.
MR. VERKERKE: --the identity of the person to go with that. So there’ll be some of that.
And some, quite a few offices have opted to kind of hide the various extensions behind
the central departmental or divisional number, you know, for obvious reasons or to
them obvious reasons.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But eventually we’re going to get to that as soon as we get off of
the Nextel system?
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah. So the NEC is interfering with the ability to display the calling ID to
the degree the system hasn’t been configured to hide them.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So and then when you were talking to, about the 270 versus
463, are we going to migrate to 463 at some time or
--

MR. VERKERKE: W&1l have...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --are we keeping...
MR. VERKERKE: I believe we will have a mixture. Because we.. .for billing and planning,
and management purposes, we look to have the largest contiguous blocks of numbers
so that we
--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. VERKERKE: --didn’t have, you know, five or ten times the number of circuit bills
coming in just because we had a few numbers here and a few numbers there.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Just need to know whether or not to order new business cards
or not with the new numbers.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that, Mr. Couch.
MR. VERKERKE: Put your cell phone number on it.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We have Mr. Raatz. If anyone has questions for Mr. Raatz, you can
bring it up at this time. If not, do you have anything else for Mr. Verkerke, Members?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Chair, if I may?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Mr. Verkerke, please.
MR. VERKERKE: And I will follow up on the problem you reported with the faxing from
Lanai. I have no actual information right here right now, but we’ll let you know.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. I would appreciate that, Mr. Verkerke. Yeah. Anything else
you wish to share, Mr. Verkerke?
MR. VERKERKE: No, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Walker, anything you’d like to share with the Committee?
Members, anything else?

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We’re going to defer this item, Members.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No objections.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
Mr. Verkerke and Mr. Walker

Thank you for a long day.

And we thank

--

MR. VERKERKE: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --for their patience and assistance to the Committee this afternoon.
ITEM 62:

ADVERTISING INSIDE COUNTY TRANSIT BUSES

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, with no objections we will defer the last item, BF-62.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well defer item 62.
ACTION:

DEFER, no discussion.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: That concludes our business, Members. Thank you for a long day. This
meeting is adjourned.
(gavel).
.

ADJOURN:

.

.

4:57 p.m.
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